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We show that Tr(−1)FFe−βH is an index for N=2 supersymmetric theories in two
dimensions, in the sense that it is independent of almost all deformations of the theory.
This index is related to the geometry of the vacua (Berry’s curvature) and satisfies an exact
differential equation as a function of β. For integrable theories we can also compute the
index thermodynamically, using the exact S-matrix. The equivalence of these two results
implies a highly non-trivial equivalence of a set of coupled integral equations with these
differential equations, among them Painleve III and the affine Toda equations.
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1. Introduction
There has been much progress in understanding supersymmetric quantum field
theories in the last decade. Supersymmetry turns out to be a strong symmetry
principle which allows one to get a firm grip on certain aspects of these theories. For
example, Witten’s index Tr(−1)F e−βH [1] is an effective tool in addressing questions of
supersymmetry breaking. It is natural to ask if there are other ‘index-like’ objects which
can be computed exactly and provide further insight into the structure of supersymmetric
theories. The aim of this paper is to show in two-dimensional N=2 supersymmetric
theories, there is such an object: Tr(−1)FFe−βH . We call this an index because it is
independent of almost all deformations of the action. It, however, does depend on a finite
set of (relevant or marginal) perturbations in a way which can be computed exactly.
Supersymmetric theories in two dimensions are among the simplest quantum field
theories. Two-dimensional conformal theories with N=2 supersymmetry can be used to
construct string vacua and have thus been studied extensively recently. All N=2 theories
in two dimensions, whether or not they are conformal, have a set of observables, the
(supersymmetric) chiral fields, which form a ring under operator product. This is called
the chiral ring [2] (for a review see [3]). This ring can be computed exactly using the
techniques of topological field theories [4] (see also [5,6] ) as all the N=2 theories have a
topological counterpart (called the ‘twisted version’). The study of chiral rings turn out
to be a very powerful tool in unravelling the geometry of the vacua of the supersymmetric
theory. In particular by joining the topological and anti-topological versions of N=2
theories, one can derive (integrable) differential equations (tt∗ equations) to compute the
Berry’s curvature for the vacuum bundle of the supersymmetric theory as one perturbs the
N=2 theory [3] (see also [7,8] ). It was observed in [3] that the solutions of these equations
resemble a kind of partition function for kinks of the theory. This, however, remained
a somewhat mysterious connection to be explained. In this paper we will see that these
computations are related to the new index Tr(−1)FFe−βH which encodes aspects of the
spectrum and the interactions of the kinks. In particular, the tt∗ equations provide an
exact differential equation in β for the new index for any N=2 theory.
These somewhat formal derivations can be checked very explicitly in many special
cases. In particular when the N=2 theory is integrable, the existence of infinitely-many
conserved charges allows one to construct the S-matrix (more or less uniquely)[9]. In such
cases, one can use the exact S-matrix to find integral equations for the non-perturbative
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partition function Tr e−βH . This powerful method is known as the thermodynamic Bethe
ansatz (TBA)[10]. In particular, the TBA analysis for a large class of N=2 integrable
theories in two dimensions was carried out in [11,12], confirming the conjectured S-matrices
as in particular reproducing the correct central charges in the UV limit. One can extend
the usual TBA analysis by allowing arbitrary chemical potentials, and in particular one
can compute objects such as TreiαF e−βH . This allows us, as a special case, to compute
Tr(−1)FFe−βH in these theories in terms of integral equations.
Thus for integrable theories we seem to have two inequivalent methods to compute the
new index: one in terms of differential equations characterizing the geometry of the vacuum
bundle, and the other in terms of coupled integral equations coming from TBA. It is a highly
non-trivial check on all these ideas that the solutions to these equations are the same. We
have checked this using numerical solutions to both systems of equations. Due to the
non-linearity of our differential equation and complexity of the coupled integral equations,
we have not been able to show directly (i.e., analytically) that these are the same. In fact,
turning things around, physics has predicted a surprising equivalence between coupled
integral equations and certain differential equations (such as radial affine toda equations),
a result which is yet to be proven mathematically!
The organization of this paper is as follows:
In section 2 we introduce the new index, and discuss in what sense it is an index (i.e.,
we see that it is independent of D−term perturbations). The derivation of this result in
this section is very simple but unfortunately requires a certain formal manipulation which
is not always easy to rigorously justify. In section 3 we discuss the geometry of vacua and
review the results of [3]. Here we show how to rephrase our new index as a computation
in the geometry of vacua. In particular we show why our index depends only on F -terms,
thus giving a more rigorous derivation of the results of section 2. Moreover, this allows us
to effectively compute the new index in terms of solutions of certain non-linear differential
equations.
In section 4 we discuss the infra-red expansion of the index. We show in particular that
at least the leading term (the one-particle contribution) and the next leading term (the
two-particle contribution) are universal. This means that they just depend on the mass
and the central term of the supersymmetry algebra and the allowed soliton configurations.
In section 5 we review briefly the results of [11] and discuss how the new index can be
computed for integrable theories using the TBA. In section 6 we consider a number of
examples including N=2 sine-Gordon and minimal N=2 theories perturbed by least and
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most relevant perturbations. We write down the differential equations and the integral
equations which are presumably equivalent. We explicitly check this for some of the
examples numerically. Moreover in this section we use the TBA to compute the more
general object Tr(−1)FF le−βH and show that, for l > 1 it is not an index and it does
depend on the choice of D-terms, as expected.
In section 7 we present our conclusions. Finally in appendix A the tt∗ equations are
rederived, in a quick but somewhat non-rigorous way in the same spirit as the arguments
in section 2.
2. Tr (−1)F F e−βH
In this section we discuss the existence of a new supersymmetric ‘index’ for N=2
supersymmetric quantum field theories in two dimensions. Our emphasis in this section is
just on formulating what this index is; in the following sections we show how it may be
computed.
Let us start with Witten’s index Tr(−1)Fe−βH [1]. This index is defined for N ≥ 1
supersymmetric theories in any dimension. It is an index because it is independent of
finite perturbations of the theory, provided the space is compact and does not break
supersymmetry (e.g., a d-dimensional torus). The idea is simply that there are two
types of states in the Hilbert space: states which come in pairs |s〉, Q|s〉 where Q is the
supersymmetry charge with Q2 = H, and states which come isolated, i.e., the ones which
are annihilated by Q and are ground states of the theory with H = 0. The pairs, which
necessarily haveH 6= 0, do not contribute to the Witten index as they have opposite (−1)F .
This follows from the fact that {(−1)F , Q} = 0. Therefore this index simply counts the
ground states of the theory weighted with ±1, depending on the parity of (−1)F . Any finite
perturbation of the theory does not change this index: if massive states become ground
states they must do so in pairs, so one adds a +1 and a −1 to the index. Similarly, the
only way a ground state can become massive is for ground states with opposite (−1)F to
pair up, so again the net contribution to the index is zero. This index has been a powerful
object in probing questions of supersymmetry breaking in supersymmetric theories.
It is well known that the above argument does not apply for non-compact spaces.
Consider a Hilbert space based on Rd. The above argument breaks down in this case
because the eigenvalues of H are typically continuous. In particular it may not be true
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that the density of states for |s〉 and Q|s〉 are equal. The contribution to the index may
be written as
(−1)f
∫
dE(g+(E)− g−(E))e−βE, (2.1)
where g±(E) are the density of states distributions for |s〉 and Q|s〉 and these states
contribute ±(−1)f to the index. If g+ − g− is nonzero for E 6= 0, the contribution of
massive states to the index does not vanish and thus as we change the parameters in the
theory the index changes. In particular it does depend on β. Examples of this phenomena
have been found in some simple quantum-mechanical systems with N=1 supersymmetry
[13] where it can be computed exactly using the Callias-Bott-Seeley index theorem [14].
Let us consider this situation for the N=2 supersymmetric theories in d = 2 where
we take space to be the real line. The N=2 supersymmetry algebra on the real line can
be written as
Q+2 = Q−2 = Q
+2
= Q
−2
= {Q+, Q−} = {Q−, Q+} = 0
[F,Q±] = ±Q± [F,Q±] = ∓Q±
[Q±, HL,R] = [Q
±
, HL,R] = [F,HL,R] = 0
{Q+, Q−} = HL {Q+, Q−} = HR
{Q+, Q+} = ∆ {Q−, Q−} = ∆ (2.2)
whereHL,R = H±P , and ∆ is a c−number which is the central term of the supersymmetry
algebra. The fermion number F is the charge corresponding to the global O(2) symmetry
of N=2 supersymmetric theories. We also have (Q+)† = Q− and (Q
+
)† = Q
−
. Defining
Q± = (1/
√
2)(Q± +Q
±
) we have
{Q−, Q+} = H [Q±, H] = 0. (2.3)
It is well known that on a non-compact space in general the central term ∆ can be
non-zero [15]. ∆ depends on the boundary conditions at spatial infinity: with multiple
vacua, we have the freedom of having different boundary conditions at left-right spatial
infinity and thus different central terms. Let us denote the vacuum at left spatial infinity
by a and the one on the right by b, so that the central term in the above algebra may be
labeled by ∆ab. Having multiple vacua allows kinks which interpolate from one vacuum
at left spatial infinity to another one at right spatial infinity. The kinks we will denote by
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kab. In general, such kinks (even the lowest-energy configuration in each sector) may be
stable or unstable. We can, however, derive a lower bound on the mass of any kink. In
the ab sector the positivity of {A,A†} where A = (HR∆)1/2Q+− (HL∆)1/2Q− implies the
Bogomolnyi bound E2 − P 2 ≥ |∆ab|2. A kink kab or, more generally, any state in the ab
sector must therefore have mass m ≥ |∆ab|.
We now ask whether Witten’s index is a good index for the N=2 case on open space.
Consider varying the Hamiltonian of the theory, respecting N=2 supersymmetry. We wish
to compute
δTr(−1)F e−βH = −βTr(−1)F δHe−βH
Using (2.3) we can write this as1
−βTr(−1)F δ{Q+, Q−}e−βH
= −βTr(−1)F ({δQ+, Q−}+ {Q+, δQ−})e−βH
Each of the above terms vanishes. To see this note that whenever we are computing
Tr(−1)F {A,B} O
where A and B are fermionic and where at least one of them commutes with O, we formally
get zero. Suppose A commutes with O. Then for the AB term contributing to the above
trace, we can take A around the trace, because the trace is cyclic. The term picks up a
minus sign because A anticommutes with (−1)F . This leaves −BA, which cancels +BA
from the other term in the anti-commutator. The same argument works if A and B are
bosonic operators, and we replace anti-commutators with commutators. We shall refer to
this as the AB argument. For this formal argument to be actually valid one needs to put
restrictions on the nature of the operators A and B, which we assume to be satisfied in
our case2 [16]. That the AB argument is valid in our case is confirmed in the next section
where we derive the results of this section without making use of this assumption.
Applying these general statements to the above variation of the index, where in one
term Q− and in the other term Q+ plays the role of A in the AB argument, we find that
1 We have been somewhat cavalier with regard to boundary conditions at spatial infinity in
taking the variations. This point is elaborated upon in the appendix.
2 In the supersymmetric quantum-mechanical version of this statement, this can be explicitly
checked to be true, where A (after being dressed by O) is a trace-class operator and B (after being
dressed by O) is bounded.
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the variation of Witten’s index is zero for N=2 theories, and it is thus a good index even
for non-compact space. This in particular means that in sectors where the left and right
vacua are not the same Tr(−1)F e−βH vanishes: we are free to take β large because it is an
index, and since the ground state in this sector has non-zero energy (because it interpolates
between two distinct vacua) we get zero.
For an N=1 supersymmetric theory in two dimensions the fermion number F is only
defined mod 2. However, in a two-dimensional N=2 theory there is a U(1) fermion-
number charge, because the fermions are complex. Given the power of Witten’s index in
understanding the structure of supersymmetric quantum field theories, it is thus natural
to ask what kinds of objects may be of interest when we have this additional charge. The
most natural thing to consider would be
Z(α, β) = Tr eiαF e−βH . (2.4)
At α = π this is just Witten’s index. For α = 0 it is just the standard partition function
of the theory, so we expect Z(0, β) to be the extreme opposite to an ‘index’, as it should
depend on every little detail of the theory. So let us go back to the point α = π and just
move slightly away. In other words, consider
Il(β) =
∂lZ(α, β)
∂(iα)l
∣∣
α=π
= Tr(−1)FF le−βH .
Needless to say, we should not expect all Il to be indices as that would enable us
to reconstruct Z itself. But maybe some of them are! In particular, consider I1 =
Tr(−1)FFe−βH . Among all Il with l ≥ 1, we will show that this and only this is a
new ‘index’.
To define what we mean by ‘index’, we must recall that there are two distinct
ways to perturb an N=2 supersymmetric theory in two dimensions [17]: D−terms and
F−terms. In general, the D−terms can be written as integrations of superfields over
the full superspace d4θ and the F−terms which are integration of chiral and anti-chiral
fields over half the superspace d2θ+ and d2θ− respectively. Chiral fields commute with
Q+ and Q
+
and anti-chiral fields commute with Q− and Q
−
. The Tr (−1)F F e−βH
is independent of the D-terms and in this sense it is an index. It however, does depend
on the F−terms. In order to explain why we use the word ‘index’ when it does depend
on F -terms it is convenient to consider the following interesting class of examples of N=2
supersymmetric QFT’s. Consider 2d supersymmetric sigma models with target space being
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a Kahler manifold M . This gives an N=2 supersymmetric theory [18]. Any variation of
the metric of M respecting the complex structure of M and the Kahler class of the metric
(i.e., leaving the integral of the Kahler form on the two-cycles unchanged) can be written
as a D−term and so does not affect our index. In fact this includes essentially all possible
perturbations of the manifold, modulo variations of complex structure and Kahler structure
which usually form a finite dimensional space of perturbations. So it is with this kind of
example in mind that we call the above object an ‘index’. Another interesting class of
N=2 supersymmetric theories is provided by Landau-Ginzburg theories. In these cases
the superpotential W is the F -term and it has only a finite number of perturbations which
do not change the behavior of potential at infinity in field space. These turn out to be the
relevant (and marginal) perturbations. The index depends only on W .
Here we show that TrF (−1)F e−βH does not depend on the D−terms. The variation
of the D−term can be written as inserting {Q+, [Q−,Λ(x)]} in the path integral where Λ
itself can be written as {Q−, [Q+, K]}. This follows from the fact that the D−term comes
from integration over all four Grassman coordinates. The path-integral is over an infinite
cylinder of perimeter β with the above term inserted at all points x and integrated over
the cylinder. Let us denote by Λ the integral of Λ(x) over space. Since F commutes with
both Λ and the Hamiltonian we find that the integration of Λ over the perimeter simply
introduces an irrelevant factor of β which can be ignored. So we can write the variation
of our index as (proportional to)
δ = Tr(−1)F F{Q+, [Q−,Λ]}e−βH
We are almost ready to apply the AB argument, using Q+ as our A. This works fine,
except for the fact that as we try to take Q+ around the trace, since it does not commute
with the F , we pick up a commutator term
δ = Tr(−1)F [F,Q+][Q−,Λ]e−βH = Tr(−1)FQ+[Q−,Λ]e−βH
Now we can apply an argument similar to the AB argument, by taking Q
−
in the term
Q
−
Λ around the trace. Here we pick up two minus signs, and so we get back ΛQ
−
which
thus cancels the second term in the commutator and we get zero, as was to be shown.
The AB argument does not allow us to show that any of the other Il are independent
of D-term perturbations3. In fact, in a free massive N = 2 theory, it is easy to compute Il;
3 One can show using the AB argument that the D-terms will not affect the one-particle
contribution of Bogomolnyi-saturated states to Il, in accordance with the fact that the mass and
fermion number of these states are independent of D-terms.
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the I2l are non-vanishing and for l 6= 0 they do depend on the mass of the particle, which
in turn depends on the D-term. In section 6 we consider other examples for which all Il
are non-vanishing and all of them for l > 1 depend on the D-term. Therefore I1 is the
only additional index that exists other than Witten’s index. From now on we will refer to
the new index simply as I, dropping the subscript 1.
Our index is actually a matrix, because we have to fix the boundary condition at
spatial infinities to be vacua of the theory. If we choose the left vacuum to be a and the
right one to be b, we have the index I as a matrix
Iab = Trab(−1)FF e−βH .
One has to be careful about what we mean by (−1)F . In general all that is required
from this operator is that it anti-commute with fermionic fields. In our case, as we
have mentioned before, since F is in fact well defined as an operator, one can just define
(−1)F = eiπF . Note, however this operator no longer squares to one. The reason for this
is that in the (ab) sector the vacuum will in general have a non-integral fermion number
fab. This phenomenon is well known [19,20,21]. Only the fermion number relative to that
of the vacuum is integral. Using this fact and the hermiticity of H and F we can write
Iab = ±eiπfab |Iab| (2.5)
CPT invariance puts constraints on our index. CPT takes a state in the (ab) sector
to one in (ba) sector, and it takes fermion number F to −F . In particular, CPT invariance
requires fab = −fba, and therefore
Iab = −I∗ba (2.6)
There is no fractional fermion number in (aa) sector: the fermion number is additive, i.e.,
fac = fab + fbc, implying that faa = fab + fba = 0. We see from (2.5) that Iaa is real, and
from (2.6) it follows that
Iaa = 0. (2.7)
Note that if we had defined (−1)F = e(2n+1)iπF then the index would have changed
by a phase Iab → e2inπfabIab. However, under this ambiguity, the eigenvalues of I are
unambiguous. Because of the additivity of the fractional part of the fermion number, and
since fab = −fba, we can write fab = fa− fb; a change of basis b→ e2inπfbb gets rid of the
phase without changing the eigenvalues.
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In fact, we can do better; we can get rid of all the phases (modulo ± ) of our matrix
by changing the basis b → eiπfbb. In this way we find that I is a purely real matrix, and
the condition (2.6) implies that it is anti-symmetric. Thus its eigenvalues are either zero,
or (purely imaginary) complex-conjugate pairs. To make the eigenvalues real, we define
the Q-index to be
Qab =
iβ
L
Trab(−1)FF e−βH , (2.8)
where L is the volume of the space. With this definition, Q is a hermitian matrix with
real eigenvalues, such that non-zero eigenvalues come in pairs of opposite sign. To see the
reason we divided by L in the definition of Q, consider Z(α, β) (from (2.4)) with boundary
conditions at infinity corresponding to a normalized eigenstate of Qab. Because it is an
extensive thermodynamic quantity, lnZ(α, β) = lnTr(eiαF e−βH) is proportional to L as
L→∞. Therefore
β
L
∂α logTr(e
iαF e−βH)
∣∣
α=π
=
iβ
L
TrF (−1)F e−βH
Tr(−1)F e−βH = Q, (2.9)
where the denominator is not proportional to L, because it is Witten’s index, and can be
chosen to be 1 in an orthonormal basis of eigenstates of Q. Thus we see that Q as defined
above is well-defined as L→∞.
Usually the contribution of n kinks (particles) to a partition function is proportional
to Ln. One may incorrectly conclude from this that only the one-kink states contribute to
Q. In fact we will see in later sections that the n-kink contributions to I do not generally
vanish and are proportional to L. The contribution comes from regions where all the kinks
are near each other and the factor of L is associated with the center of mass. It can be seen
that any configuration where one of the kinks is very far from the rest does not contribute
to Q: the contribution factorizes and at least one piece will simply be the contribution
to Witten’s index from massive kinks, which vanishes. One can also see this from the
path-integral computation where the exact fermion zero modes associated to each kink
when they are far away cannot be absorbed by one F .
In the next section we will see that Q is the same as the matrix element of the chiral
fermion number:
Qab = 〈a|Q5|b〉.
Using this expression along with the hermiticity of Q5, and noting that CPT changes
the sign of Q5, we again see that the eigenvalues of Q are real and symmetrically located
relative to zero.
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For the remainder of this section, we will discuss the kind of states in the Hilbert
space which contribute to our index. In general, there are three types of irreducible
representations of the supersymmetry algebra (2.2). The generic irreducible representation
of (2.2) is four-dimensional, with a definite eigenvalue for E and P (as HL,R commute
with everything). This follows from the fact that the four supersymmetry charges
which generate the algebra are pairwise adjoint of one another and have c-number anti-
commutators. We can generate the representation by taking Q+ and Q
−
as ‘creation’
operators acting on a state which is annihilated by the ‘annihilation’ operators Q− and
Q
+
:
|s〉 Q+|s〉 Q−|s〉 Q+Q−|s〉 (2.10)
When E2 − P 2 = ∆∆, i.e., if the state saturates the Bogomolnyi bound, then it is well
known [15] that this representation is reducible: A = (HR∆)
1/2Q+ − (HL∆)1/2)Q− and
its adjoint anticommute, and so both must annihilate |s〉. This leaves us with the reduced
supersymmetry multiplet
|s〉 Q+|s〉 (2.11)
Finally, for E = P = ∆ = 0 this representation is further reduced to the trivial
representation. This representation only appears for the (aa) sectors, and are the only
states which contribute to Witten’s index in this sector. However, because Iaa = 0 these
states are not relevant for the new index I.
At first glance, one might think that only the reduced multiplets contribute to our
index. If |s〉 has fermion number f , a non-reduced multiplet (2.10) naively contributes
(up to an overall phase) (f − 2(f + 1) + (f + 2))e−βE = 0, whereas a reduced multiplet
(2.11) contributes (up to an overall phase) (f − (f + 1))e−βE = −e−βE . Thus it appears
that I receives contributions only from Bogomolnyi-saturated states, which are simply the
one-soliton subsectors. This argument is incorrect, for the same reason that the naive
argument which states that Tr(−1)F e−βH is independent of β is not in general valid when
H has a continuous spectrum, as is the case in non-compact spaces. Formally, we have
deduced the vanishing of the contribution of the non-reduced multiplets only when the
spectrum of the Hamiltonian is discrete. When it is continuous, as with a model on a real
line, we have to deal with the density of states of the non-reduced multiplets; they are not
necessarily equal and do not necessarily cancel in computing I. We may wish to regularize
the theory by putting it in a box of size L and then take L → ∞. In order to recover
the soliton sector ab, the field configurations on the left and the right of the box (in this
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case just a line interval) cannot be the same. Thus we cannot impose periodic boundary
conditions. We must compute the object in finite but not periodic box, and this breaks
the supersymmetry. The spectrum is discrete in this case, but without supersymmetry
the naive argument no longer holds. Thus for a finite box we may get contribution from
non-reduced supersymmetry multiplets to the index Q in the sector ab with a 6= b. This
may persist even when the size L → ∞ 4. Thus we are computing a kind of ‘anomaly’,
which remains after the regulator is removed.
Let gf (E) be the density of states for |s〉, 2gf+1(E) be the density of states for states
spanned by Q+|s〉 and Q−|s〉, and gf+2(E) be the density of states for states Q+Q−|s〉. We
should thus not expect the continuum densities gf (E), gf+1(E), and gf+2(E) to be equal
in the (a, b) sector of the theory with a 6= b. Recall, though, that we proved using N=2
supersymmetry that the contribution to Witten’s index from these states must cancel.
This means that we must have
gf (E) + gf+2(E) = 2gf+1(E), (2.12)
since the states on the two sides make opposite contributions to Witten’s index. Using
(2.12) we see that the contribution of the four dimensional representation to the index I
in the (a, b) sector is of the form
eiπf
∫
dE(gf+2(E)− gf (E))e−βE. (2.13)
We will see explicitly how this is generically nonzero in the following sections.
3. Geometry of Ground States and the New Supersymmetric Index
In this section we review some aspects of the work done in [3] which are useful for
the considerations of this paper. In particular, we show why the ‘Q’-matrix discussed
there is in fact the new supersymmetric index given by Tr(−1)FFe−βH discussed in the
previous section. It is convenient to exchange the role of space and time (i.e., do a ‘modular
transformation’) and take the space to be a circle (with perimeter β to correspond to the
index computation), with periodic boundary conditions. Time is now a line of length L.
4 This is indeed one way that the β-dependence of Tr(−1)F e−βH has been computed in the
supersymmetric quantum mechanics examples [22], which is related to the Callias-Bott-Seeley
index.
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Consider an arbitrary N=2 supersymmetric quantum field theory in two dimensions.
From (2.3) and the positivity of the inner product together with the fact that Q− = Q
†
+,
it is easy to show that the ground states of the theory are characterized by
H|a〉 = 0↔ Q±|a〉 = 0.
There is thus a one-to-one correspondence between the ground states of the theory and
the Q+ or Q− cohomology. This cohomology is definable because each of these operators
squares to zero (note that on a compact space (circle) the supersymmetry algebra has no
central term and we get Q2+ = Q
2
− = 0). The analogy to keep in mind is that Q+ is like a
d operator acting on the differential forms on a manifold, Q− is like the adjoint operator
d† and the ground states |a〉 are like the harmonic representative of d or d† cohomology.
In correspondence with the ground states in the Hilbert space, there are chiral
operators φi in the theory defined by the condition that
[Q+, φi] = 0
and similarly there are anti-chiral operators φi which commute with Q−. Acting on
a vacuum by a chiral operator, we get another state which is Q+ closed, another Q+
cohomology element. In this way the chiral fields, modulo the fields that are trivially
chiral, i.e. modulo fields which are themselves Q+ (anti-)commutator, are in one-to-one
correspondence with the Q+ cohomology elements and thus the ground states. If we pick
a canonical ground state (to be defined below) denoted by |0〉, this can be stated as
φi|0〉 = |i〉+Q+|Λ〉
where |i〉 denotes another ground state. Similarly we can label the ground states using
the anti-chiral fields φi which leads to the states |i〉. The chiral fields form a ring among
themselves, called the chiral ring, which is defined by
φiφj = C
k
ijφk + [Q
+,Λ]
φi|j〉 = Ckij |k〉.
The matrix (Ci)
k
j = C
k
ij denotes the action of the chiral field φi on the ground states
(once we ignore the components orthogonal to ground states). Similar statements apply
to anti-chiral fields with Ckij replaced by the complex conjugate quantity (C
k
ij)
∗.
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We can define a symmetric metric η and a hermitian metric g among the ground states
by
ηij = 〈i|j〉 gij = 〈j|i〉
Note that the metric g is the usual metric in the Hilbert space of the N=2 theory and η,
which is not hermitian, is a kind of ‘topological’ metric. As discussed in the previous section
there are two ways to perturb the action: the ‘D-terms’ (denoted by K(X,X) below) and
the ‘F-terms’ which are the chiral fields (now viewed as superfields) and integrated over
half of the superspace:
S → S +
∫
d2zd4θK(X,X) +
∫
d2zd2θ+ tiφi +
∫
d2zd2θ− tiφi.
Then it is possible to show (see [3]) that the chiral ring and the metrics η and g depend
only on the F-terms, i.e. they depend only on ti, ti and are independent of K. The flavor
of the argument is very similar to the argument in the previous section in showing that
our index is independent of D−terms, but it has the advantage of being rigorous.
The ring matrices Ci and the metric η can also be related to computations of
correlation functions in a topological theory [4] corresponding to ‘twisting’ the N=2
quantum field theory and can thus be easily computed exactly [4,5,23,6]. Basically the
topological theory is the same as the ordinary N=2 theory on flat manifolds but differs
from it when the two-dimensional manifold is not flat, in such a way that the charge Q+
transforms as a scalar, and is thus a symmetry even if the space is not flat. The way
this is accomplished is by introducing a background gauge field set equal to half the spin
connection of the manifold, and coupling it to the fermion number current. Thus a field
which previously had spin s and fermion charge q will now have spin s − 12q. This in
particular makes Q+ which had spin 1/2 and fermion number +1, a scalar. If S denotes
the action of ordinary N=2 theory, St denotes the action for the topological theory, j
denotes the fermion number current, and ωµ denotes the U(1) spin connection we have
St = S +
i
2
∫
jµω
µ. (3.1)
An important property of the topological action is that the energy-momentum of the
topological theory is itself Q+ trivial:
T tµν = Tµν +
1
2
ǫα(µ∂ν)j
α = {Q+,Λ} (3.2)
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implying that the correlation functions for chiral fields are independent of the metric.
By translating the computation of the N=2 topological theory into the language of the
ordinary N=2 theory, this provides exactly the quantities η and the ring matrices C.
The basic observation is that if we consider a hemisphere and do the path-integral in the
topological theory we get a state (on the boundary circle) which is annihilated by the
symmetry charge Q+. Moreover because the energy momentum tensor is Q+-trivial, any
local variation of the data (such as the variation of the metric on the hemisphere) does not
change the Q+ cohomology class of the state, and so the path integral of the topological
theory leads to a well-defined state in the Q+-cohomology, and thus to a ground state of
the ordinary N=2 theory. In particular the state that we called the vacuum |0〉 corresponds
to the state we get when we do the path-integral with no insertion of any fields on the
hemisphere. Simple arguments show that C and η depend only on ti and not on ti. In
other words, they are holomorphic.
Similarly, we can consider the anti-topological theory, which is obtained when we make
Q− a scalar. This is done simply by changing the sign of the background field, which shifts
the spins by s→ s+ 12q. So the action for the anti-topological theory St∗ is
St∗ = S − i
2
∫
jµω
µ
From the anti-topological theory we can easily compute ηij and C which are simply the
complex conjugate of the corresponding topological quantities η and C.
The computation of the hermitian ground-state metric g as a function of perturbation
parameters (ti, ti) is more difficult. It turns out that by fusing the topological theory
on one hemisphere with the anti-topological theory on the other hemisphere, we can find
equations which characterize it [3]. This we shall call topological-anti-topological fusion,
or tt∗ for brevity. One simply introduces a gauge connection such that the variation of
ground states are orthogonal to the ground states themselves:
Di|a〉 = ∂i −Ai|a〉 Di|a〉 = ∂i −Ai|a〉.
This in particular means that the metric g is covariantly constant
Dig = Dig = 0,
and one finds the equations
[Di, Dj ] = [Di, Dj ] = 0
14
[Di, Dj ] = −β2[Ci, Cj ] (3.3)
(and some other equations which we will not need here). The perimeter of the space (circle)
is β. We will give a quick (but not rigorous) derivation of the above equations in the spirit
of the AB argument of previous section in the appendix.
The first equation (3.3) shows that we can choose a holomorphic gauge with Ai = 0.
This turns out to be the natural gauge in the topological theory. In more mathematical
terminology we can say that the topological path-integral automatically gives holomorphic
sections of the vacuum bundle. Using the covariant constancy of the metric we can write
the metric g as
Ai = −g∂ig−1
and so the second equation in (3.3) becomes
∂j(g∂ig
−1) = β2[Ci, gC
†
jg
−1]
In many examples these equations turn out to be among the celebrated equations of
mathematical physics. For the N=2 sine-Gordon theory the above equation as a function
of the scale turns out to correspond to radial solutions of the sinh-Gordon differential
equation, which is a special case of Painleve III. These differential equations are always
integrable, being related to a tau function. The integrability of these equations has been
recently elaborated upon in [24]. Explicit numerical computations have been done for flows
among conformal theories and also flows under generic perturbations away from conformal
theories [25].
Among the perturbations of the N=2 theory, there is a special one corresponding to
renormalization group flow. In particular if we denote the perimeter of the circle on which
we base our Hilbert space as eτ , then changing τ should be equivalent to changing the
coupling in the theory in some particular way. In the case of Landau-Ginzburg theories,
this has the same effect on the F-terms as multiplying it by eτ . From the definition of
connection it follows that
∂τ |a〉 = Aτ |a〉
On the other hand it was shown in [3] that the variation of the ground states with respect
to the perimeter is related to the action of the chiral fermion number charge Q5 on the
ground states by
∂τ |a〉 = 1
2
(Q5 + n)|a〉 (3.4)
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where the above equality holds as long as we project both sides back to the ground states.
Here n is a number which measures the chiral anomaly of the theory (equal to the number
of chiral fields in the LG theory). So we see that as far as the ground state action is
concerned, in a holomorphic (topological) basis5
1
2
(Q5 + n)|i〉 = A jτ i|j〉 = (−g∂τg−1) ji |j〉 (3.5)
The equation (3.4) was derived in [3] in the context of Landau-Ginzburg theories. Since
this is an important equation for us in this paper, we will now present a more general
derivation of it.
It is convenient to work in the topological basis. Then a state |i〉 can be obtained as
a result of topological path-integral on hemisphere, with insertion of the chiral field φi. In
view of the fact that the energy momentum tensor of the topological theory is Q+ trivial,
it sounds contradictory to expect ∂τ |i〉 not to be zero (i.e., Q+ trivial). The way this comes
about is by a subtle boundary term, as we will now see.
Let us denote the metric on the hemisphere by h = e2φdzdz. In terms of φ the spin
connection is ω = ∗dφ and so the topological action (3.1) is
St = S +
i
2
∫
j ∧ dφ.
Now we are interested in the variation of this action on the right hemisphere as we change
φ by a constant. Varying the metric by an overall scale φ→ φ+ǫ has the effect of changing
the perimeter by shifting τ → τ + ǫ. It is convenient to first do a partial integration on
the second term above and write it as∫
SR
j ∧ dφ =
∮
S1
jφ−
∫
SR
φdj
where SR denotes the right hemisphere and S
1, the boundary circle of SR, is where we base
our Hilbert space. Shifting φ brings down from S the trace of the energy momentum tensor,
and from the topological addition the divergence of the axial current plus the variation of
the boundary term, i.e.,
δS =
∫
SR
(Tµµ +
1
2
Dµj
5µ) +
i
2
∮
S1
j
5 More precisely, in a topological basis |i〉 obtained by inserting in the topological integral chiral
operators φi with ∂τφi = 0. Two such bases are related by a τ independent ‘gauge transformation’.
Under such changes of bases g∂τg
−1 transforms as a tensor.
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where we have used that in two-dimensional Euclidean field theory j5µ = iǫµνj
ν . The term
integrated over the right hemisphere appears to be Q+ trivial because it is the trace of the
energy momentum tensor of the topological theory. This statement is almost true, except
for the fact that there is a well-known anomaly in the divergence of axial current which
contributes n/2 (in the LG theory n is the number of fields). But now we see that the
boundary term is also present, and is equivalent to the action of Q5/2 at the boundary (as
follows from j5 = i(∗j)). So the net effect on a state of the change of τ is given by
∂τ |a〉 = 1
2
(Q5 + n)|a〉
(as long as we compute the matrix element of both sides of the above equation among
ground states). This is the equation (3.4) we wished to derive.
We have seen that the matrix elements of Q5 among ground states of the supersym-
metric theory are possible to compute, if we know g (from (3.5)). Note that even though
the fermion number is always conserved the chiral fermion number is conserved only at
conformal points.
Since we are considering both massive and massless theories it may seem strange to see
that the matrix elements of a non-conserved charge are somehow ‘interesting’ and related
to RG-variations of ground states. Let us rephrase this by using a modular transformation.
Consider the theory on a very long cylinder of length L and circumference β. Let us put a
ground state |b〉 at one end of the cylinder and another ground state 〈a| at the other end.
We denote the coordinates along the cylinder by x and that along the circumference by t.
The matrix elements of Q5 can then be written as
〈a|Q5|b〉 = 〈a|i
∮
S1
jt(0, t)dt|b〉
where S1 is a circle wrapped around the middle of the long cylinder. We have to take
the limit L → ∞ at the end in order to project onto the ground states in a natural way.
It clearly does not matter where we insert the circle. So let us put the circle at any x,
integrate over all x and divide by L, i.e.,
〈a|Q5|b〉 = i
L
〈a|
∫
jt(x, t)dxdt|b〉 (3.6)
Now viewing x as space, and t as time, we see that
∫
jt(x, t)dx is the definition of the
fermion number F on the Hilbert space which is along the cylinder. Since fermion number
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is conserved, integrating along t will just introduce an additional factor of the circumference
of the cylinder β. In other words we have
∫
jt(x, t)dxdt = βF
So we have finally
Qab = 〈a|Q5|b〉 = iβ
L
Trab(−1)FF e−βH (3.7)
where the Trab means that we are taking the boundary conditions on the left and right to
correspond to 〈a| and |b〉 vacua. This is the new index discussed in the previous section!
What is surprising is that the index can be computed exactly in terms of g, and g is
determined exactly by the differential equations (3.3). In particular we see from (3.5) that
the index is given by
Qab =
iβ
L
Trab(−1)FF e−βH = −(βg∂βg−1 + n)ab, (3.8)
where we have used 2g∂τg
−1 = βg∂βg
−1 which follows because, by scaling, we can set
β = eτ/2+τ
∗/2. Often it is difficult to compare the topological basis for ground states with
the path-integral choice emphasized in the previous section and more natural from the
viewpoint of kinks. In such cases it is convenient to compare the eigenvalues of the Q
matrix on both sides of the above equation.
Note that the matrix Q, since it can be written solely in terms of g, depends only
on the knowledge of the F−term and is independent of the D-terms in accord with our
proof in the previous section. Our final formula, (3.8), expresses the new supersymmetric
index in terms of the geometry of supersymmetric ground states. Because the curvature
of this space is determined simply from the chiral ring structure constants using (3.3), the
index will be an exact solution of a differential equation whose form is determined simply
by the chiral ring. In other words, though our index is not purely topological, its flow in
β is determined using only topological data, namely the chiral ring.
At the conformal point, where chiral fermion number is conserved, Q measures the
chiral charge of Ramond vacua, i.e., the left-moving fermion number plus the right moving
fermion number. In this case the state with highest charge has Q = cˆ where cˆ is the central
charge of the N=2 superconformal theory [2,26]. So off criticality each eigenvalue of the
Q matrix, and in particular the highest one, is a kind of a generalization of a c-function
[7](which has no direct relationship with Zamolodchikov’s definition [27], as discussed in
[3]).
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4. The infra-red expansion of TrF (−1)F e−βH
In section 2 we discussed which states in the Hilbert space contribute to
TrF (−1)F e−βH . In this section we show how to calculate the one- and two-particle con-
tributions. These are the leading terms in infra-red limit where β >> 1. We will see the
simple but non-trivial nature of our index. These results must be the leading infra red
behavior of the tt∗ differential equations of the previous section.
Let us start with the contribution of one-particle (kink) states to the index. In order
to calculate the density of states, we put the system in a box of length L with the a and
b boundary conditions at the end of the box. To obtain a non-vanishing contribution to
the index, recalling (2.7), we take a 6= b; in particular, we do not want periodic boundary
conditions. The allowed momenta of a particle in a box are quantized as p = nπ/L, where
n is a positive integer. Thus the density of states for each component of a supersymmetry
multiplet is the same and given by g(E)dE = Ldp/π. From relation (2.13), we see that
one-particle states in four-dimensional multiplets do not contribute to the index; a single
particle contributes if and only if it is part of a reduced supersymmetry multiplet. This
in particular means that its mass should saturate the Bogomolnyi bound mab = |∆ab|.
So the one-particle contribution to Qab =
iβ
L Trab(−1)FFe−βH from a kink multiplet with
fermion number (fab, fab + 1) is given by
iβ(fab − (fab + 1))eiπfab
∫ ∞
0
dp
π
e−β
√
p2+m2
ab
=− i|∆ab|βeiπfab 1
π
K1(|∆ab|β),
(4.1)
where K1 is a Bessel function. This simple statement explains and makes precise the
observation made in [3] that in the infra-red the Q-matrix is a kind of partition function
of the solitons of the theory. The fact that the leading term in the infra-red limit is
proportional to K1 follows easily from the tt
∗ equations (see appendix B of [3]).
The next-leading contribution in the infrared to the index comes from the two-particle
states. A two-particle state generally forms one or more four-dimensional non-reduced
supersymmetry multiplets. This is true even if both particles are individually reduced-
multiplet, unless m1 + m2 = |∆1 + ∆2|. Thus the two-particle state generallydoes not
saturate the Bogomolnyi bound. This is the first case where we can check whether we get
contributions of the form (2.13) from four-dimensional representations. We will see that
the two-particle contribution is very simple and general, and often not zero, for the case
where both particles are part of reduced multiplets.
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Computing the two-particle contribution is easy if one knows the two-particle S-
matrix; the S-matrix encodes the density of states [28]. In a large box, the particles
spend a negligible amount of phase space near each other, so the exact details of the
interaction are unnecessary. The S-matrix allows one to match the free-particle solution
of the equation with x1 >> x2 with the one for x1 << x2.
Consider a two-particle state |i(p1, p2)〉 which scatters entirely into another state
|j(p′1, p′2)〉 with S-matrix element Sij(p1, p2). 6 Relativistic invariance ensures that Sij
actually depends only on s ≡ (E1 +E2)2 − (p1 + p2)2 = m21 +m22 + 2m1m2 cosh(θ1 − θ2),
where we define rapidities via p = m sinh θ. Generically, |i〉 6= |j〉 for solitons even in elastic
forward scattering, where the individual ∆ change. Consider a two-particle wavefunction
connecting vacua a and b at the box ends. Properly-matched plane-wave states satisfy
ψ(x1, x2) =
{
eip1x1+ip2x2 x1 < x2,
eip
′
1x1+ip
′
2x2Sij(θ2 − θ1) x1 > x2. (4.2)
The momenta can change in the collision; the relations p1 + p2 = p
′
1 + p
′
2 and E1 + E2 =
E′1+E
′
2 give us the final momenta in terms of the initial. Thus we can write p
′
1 = p
′
1(p1, p2).
Since our system is in a box of length L, an allowed wavefunction must vanish at the
walls. This quantizes the momenta just as in the free case, but here the two quantization
relations are coupled. Requiring the wavefunction vanish at x1 = 0 means making a
standing wave by subtracting the solution with opposite p1. When making it vanish at
x1 = L, we use the second relation in (4.2), and it follows that
7
eip
′
1(p1,p2)LSij(θ2 − θ1) = eip
′
1(−p1,p2)LSij(θ2 + θ1), (4.3)
where we note that p′1(−p1, p2) is not necessarily equal to −p′1(p1, p2). Requiring the
vanishing at x2 = 0 and x2 = L gives another equation:
e−ip
′
2(p1,p2)LSij(θ2 − θ1) = e−ip
′
2(p1,−p2)LSij(−θ2 − θ1), (4.4)
Taking the log of (4.3) gives
2nπ = k1L+ Im ln
Sij(θ2 − θ1)
Sij(θ2 + θ1)
, (4.5)
6 We neglect processes which take two particles to more than two (which should be a good
assumption in the infrared limit).
7 We also need to define the states so that when |i(p1, p2)〉 scatters only into |j(p
′
1, p
′
2)〉, then
|j(p′1(−p1, p2), p
′
2(−p1, p2))〉 also scatters only into |i(−p1, p2)〉. In other words, the scattering
remains diagonal even after a particle bounces off the wall.
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where n is an integer, and we define the kinematic factors
k1 = p
′
1(p1, p2)− p′1(−p1, p2) k2 = p′2(p1, p2)− p′2(p1,−p2)
(notice that for forward elastic scattering, ki = 2pi). Taking the log of (4.4) gives another
relation:
2nπ = k2L− Im ln Sij(θ2 − θ1)
Sij(−θ2 − θ1) , (4.6)
The contribution to the index from the two-particle state i comes from summing over
all integers n and n, so that p1 and p2 are greater than zero. Since we have free on-shell
states, the energy is just the free-particle energy. The levels are close together because the
box is large, so we replace these sums with integrals. We also make the integral over θ1
and θ2, so that we must multiply by the density of states gfi , which is the Jacobian
gfi =
∂n
∂θ1
∂n
∂θ2
− ∂n
∂θ2
∂n
∂θ1
. (4.7)
The relations (4.5) and (4.6) give ∂n/∂θi and ∂n/∂θi each as the sum of two terms, one
proportional to L (the “free” piece) and the other involving the S-matrix. Thus gfi has
a piece proportional to L2. This results in the two-free-particle contribution to the index.
However, summing over each four-dimensional representation gives a contribution of the
form (2.13), and the L2 piece vanishes in gf+2− gf . We know this must happen, from the
discussion following (2.9). The contribution proportional to L from a state with fermion
number fi is
fie
iπfi
L
2(2π)2
∫ ∫
dθ1dθ2
(
(
∂
∂θ1
+
∂
∂θ2
)(k1 + k2)
)
∂
∂θ1
Im lnSij(θ2 − θ1)e−β(m1 cosh θ1+m2 cosh θ2).
(4.8)
To simplify the expression, we have rewritten the rapidity integrals to go from −∞ to
∞ by using the fact that S(−θ) = S∗(θ) = 1/S(θ), which follows from analyticity and
unitarity of the S-matrix.
We now specialize to the case where both particles are in reduced multiplets8. The
result simplifies remarkably, and only depends on the individual ∆’s of the particles and
not on any details of the S-matrix. We decompose the initial states into four-dimensional
8 It is perfectly conceivable that only configurations comprised of particles belonging to reduced
multiplets contribute to the index.
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supersymmetry representations i with fermion numbers (fi, fi + 1, fi + 1, fi + 2) as in
(2.10). Denoting a reduced multiplet by (d, u), a two-particle state with fermion number
fi+2 is of the form |u1u2〉i, while the one with fermion number fi is |d1d2〉i. By fermion-
number conservation and supersymmetry, |u1u2〉i must scatter only into a state |u′1u′2〉j
and likewise |d1d2〉i must scatter only into a state |d′1d′2〉j . We denote the corresponding
S-matrix elements by aij and a˜ij respectively.
The relation (2.13) means that we do not need to calculate all of the densities: we
only need the difference gfi+2 − gfi . Looking at (4.8), we see that the index thus depends
only on the ratio of S-matrix elements aij/a˜ij . The striking fact is that this ratio can be
found without knowing the full S-matrix; it follows from the supersymmetry alone. We
know that Q+Q
−|fi〉 = λi|(f +2)i〉, where λi depends on the details of the representation
i. The S-matrix commutes with the supersymmetry generators, which means that the
diagram
|d1d2〉 a˜−−−→ |d′1d′2〉
Q+Q
−
y
yQ+Q
−
|u1u2〉 a−−−→ |u′1u′2〉
must commute. This implies that
aij
a˜ij
=
λj
λi
. (4.9)
We can find the λi from one-particle information. The supersymmetry is represented
on a doublet with m = |∆| as
Q−|u(θ)〉 = √meθ/2|d(θ)〉 Q+|u(θ)〉 = ω√me−θ/2|d(θ)〉
Q+|d(θ)〉 = √meθ/2|u(θ)〉 Q−|d(θ)〉 = ω∗√me−θ/2|u(θ)〉,
(4.10)
where ω = ∆/|∆|. All other actions annihilate the states. The supersymmetry is defined
on multi-particle states in the usual manner. Since Q is fermionic, one picks up phases
when Q is brought through a particle with fermion number. For example, bringing Q
through a fermion results in a minus sign. Since we have fractional charges, we must
generalize this notion, so that the action of Q± on the tensor product of two states is
Q± ⊗ 1 + e±iπF ⊗Q±. (4.11)
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The charges Q
∓
act with the same phases as Q±. In our two-particle case of interest, we
have
Q+Q
−|d1(θ1)d2(θ2)〉
= eiπf1
√
m1m2
(
ω∗1e
(θ2−θ1)/2 − ω∗2e(θ1−θ2)/2
)
|u1(θ1)u2(θ2)〉.
(4.12)
The quantity of relevance in (4.8) is thus
∂
∂θ1
ln
aij
a˜ij
=
∂
∂θ1
ln
sinh( θ2−θ1
2
+ µ)
sinh(
θ′
2
−θ′
1
2
+ µ′)
, (4.13)
where µ = 1
2
lnω2ω
∗
1 . The contribution of two reduced multiplets to the index Q thus
depends only on ∆1, ∆2, ∆
′
1 and ∆
′
2 (the masses and hence the θ
′ follow from this because
m = |∆|), and is
eiπfi
iβ
2(2π)2
∫ ∫
dθ1dθ2
(
(
∂
∂θ1
+
∂
∂θ2
)(k1 + k2)
)
∂
∂θ1
Im ln
sinh( θ2−θ12 + µ)
sinh(
θ′
2
−θ′
1
2
+ µ′)
e−β(m1 cosh θ1+m2 cosh θ2).
(4.14)
The result simplifies in the case of elastic scattering, where the masses of the particles do
not change. (Forward elastic scattering is the only allowed process in integrable theories.)
For forward elastic scattering, the kinematic prefactor in (4.14) is 2m1 cosh θ1+2m2 cosh θ2.
Moreover, for forward or backward elastic scattering, one has
θ1 − θ2 = θ′1 − θ′2, µ′ = −µ,
showing clearly that the elastic two-particle contribution to the index vanishes only when
µ = 0, iπ/2.
For the two-particle contribution from all the reduced multiplets, we sum (4.14) over
all pairs. We have thus seen that two-kink contribution to the index from kinks belonging
to reduced supersymmetry multiplets is non-vanishing and easily computable.
The results in this section can be compared with the infra-red limit of the index
as obtained from the tt∗ differential equations discussed in the previous section. It is
non-trivial that they agree, but they must. This is being investigated numerically in
some examples of N=2 theories which are not integrable [25]. In the next sections we
will focus on integrable theories since then we can obtain, via the exact S matrix and
thermodynamics, exact integral equations for the index which can be compared with the
tt∗ equations along the entire renormalization group flow.
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5. TrF (−1)F e−βH in integrable theories
In this section we will show how to compute the index for an integrable theory, using
the exact S-matrix. Integrable theories in two dimensions have been under intensive
investigation recently. These theories are characterized by the existence of infinitely
many conserved charges, which essentially allows one to solve these theories explicitly.
In particular the scatterings are purely elastic; the particles behave as if they are free
particles and as they pass through each other they just pick up phases (modulo change
of internal indices). The multi-particle S-matrix factorizes into two-body S-matrices
and these are often completely determined by the symmetries of the theory (plus some
minimality assumptions which can be verified [10]). The factorizability and elasticity of
the S-matrix in an integrable theory implies that we can assign rapidities (momenta) to
individual particles even in multi-particle configurations. In particular the total energy
of multi-particle configurations is simply the sum of the individual ones. The only effect
of the interaction is to shift the density of allowed states. This is an ideal situation for
computation of our index; the non-trivial part of our index (2.13) results precisely from a
discrepancy between densities of states within a non-reduced supersymmetry multiplet.
It is clear that we can in principle continue the analysis of the previous section, using
the exact S-matrix of an integrable theory, to calculate higher-order corrections in the
infra-red expansion. In fact, we can do much better. There is a trick (known as the
Thermodynamic Bethe Ansatz [10]) which allows us to compute the index exactly along
the entire renormalization group flow, even in the ultra-violet limit! The idea is to not
fix the number of solitons, but to consider a thermodynamic ensemble of them. We then
minimize the free energy in the ensemble. As we will review, this allows us to calculate
exactly, i.e. non-perturbatively, TrF (−1)F e−βH in an integrable theory with a known
exact S-matrix. In fact it is no more difficult to compute the more general quantity
logTr(eiαF e−βH). This allows us to test our claim that while this quantity depends on
the D-terms its first derivative with respect to α at α = π is independent of the D-terms.
Even more generally, let us consider the free energy Fµa(β) with chemical potentials µa
for the various conserved species labels
−βFµa(β) = lnTr(eβ
∑
a
µaNae−βH), (5.1)
where Na is the number operator for conserved species a. Using the exact S-matrix
we can obtain an exact expression for βFµa(β) by finding the minimum value of
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βE − S − β∑a µaNa in the space of all states, where S is the entropy. Choosing the
chemical potentials in (5.1) such that β
∑
a µaNa = iαF , we thereby obtain Tr(e
iαF e−βH).
Since the S-matrix of an integrable theory preserves rapidities and some set of species
labels a, a general, multi-soliton state can be characterized by a collection of distributions
ρa(θ) of rapidities occupied by the various solitons in the multi-soliton state. In particular,
the energy of this state is given by
E =
∑
a
∫
dθρa(θ)ma cosh θ. (5.2)
To do thermodynamics we need to calculate the entropy S and so we need to know the
distributions Pa(θ) of available levels as well as the above distributions ρa(θ) of occupied
levels. In particular
S =
∑
a
∫
dθ Pa logPa − ρa log ρa − (Pa − ρa) log(Pa − ρa), (5.3)
corresponding to one particle allowed per level.
Using the exact, factorizable S-matrix it can be found that the distributions of
available levels are given in terms of the distributions of occupied levels in the general
manner:
2πPa(θ) = maL cosh θ +
∑
b
∫
dθ′ρb(θ
′)φab(θ − θ′). (5.4)
The maL cosh θ term in (5.4) is the usual density of available states for a free particle,
the φab reflect the interaction with the other particles, as given by the exact S-matrix.
If the S-matrix is diagonal, with species a and b scattering with the phase shift Sab, the
interaction is seen to be given by φab(θ) = −i∂ logSab(θ)/∂θ. For non-diagonal S-matrices
such as our N=2 S-matrices, it is generally difficult to obtain the φab from the S-matrix;
one needs to find the eigenvalues of the multi-particle transfer matrices.
Now we minimize βE−S−iβ∑a µaNa, expressed in terms of the above distributions,
with respect to the ρa(θ) subject to the constraints (5.4). Defining the quantities ǫa(θ) by
ρa(θ)
Pa(θ)
=
eβµa−ǫa(θ)
1 + eβµa−ǫa(θ)
, (5.5)
it is seen that the free energy is given by
logTr(eβ
∑
a
µaNae−βH) = −
∑
a
maL
∫
dθ
2π
cosh θ ln(1 + eβµa−ǫa(θ)), (5.6)
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where the ǫa(θ) are obtained as the solutions to the coupled integral equations:
ǫa(θ) = maβ cosh(θ)−
∑
b
∫
dθ′
2π
φab(θ − θ′) ln(1 + eβµb−ǫb(θ
′)). (5.7)
These are the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz [10] integral equations with chemical potentials
[29].9 Our interest is in the case where the chemical potentials are chosen such that
β
∑
a µaNa = iαF . The expression (5.6) was obtained by summing over all boundary
conditions at spatial infinity. The different eigenvalues of our matrix trace can be obtained
from this expression by inserting appropriate additional chemical potentials. Examples
will be discussed in the following section.
6. Examples
A generic N=2 theory will not, of course, be integrable. Nevertheless, our index for
such a theory can be obtained by solving the differential equations discussed in the tt∗
section of this paper. We would like, however, to compare the computation of the index
from the tt∗ differential equations with the computation from the thermodynamic integral
equations. We will thus restrict our examples to integrable theories for which the exact
S-matrix is known (or conjectured). Examples of such theories are discussed in [11,12].
We will focus on integrable theories with spontaneously broken Zn symmetry. For
every n there are a wide variety of such examples, including perturbations of N=2 minimal
models and Kazama-Suzuki models, supersymmetric CPn−1 sigma models, andN=2 affine
toda theories. For a given value of n, the tt∗ differential equations and the TBA integral
equations for all these Zn integrable theories are found to be essentially the same, the
only variation being in the boundary conditions. We will first consider several examples
of Z2 theories, namely ordinary N=0 sine-Gordon at the particular coupling where it is
N=2 supersymmetric, N=2 sine-Gordon, N=2 minimal models perturbed by the least
relevant perturbation, and the supersymmetric CP 1 sigma model. The indices for all of
these theories are obtained from the same differential equation, Painleve III. They span
all the possible regular boundary conditions. The TBA integral equations also exhibit this
fact in a non-trivial guise. We next discuss the more general Zn-type integrable theories
starting with the simplest such theory, the An N=2 minimal model perturbed by the most
9 We note that it is straightforward to rederive the TBA equations with our fixed boundary
conditions instead of the usual periodic one. The result is the same.
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relevant operator. We finally discuss how to modify the equations in order to determine
the index for the other Zn-type theories.
For the most part, we will consider N=2 theories which can be described by a Landau-
Ginzburg action10. Such an action is of the form [26]∫
K(Xi, Xi) +
∫
W (Xi) +
∫
W (X i)
where the superfields Xi are chiral (in supersymmetric sense, i.e. annihilated by D
+, D
+
)
fields, W is the superpotential and is integrated over half the superspace, and K gives the
kinetic terms (the D-term) and is integrated over the full superspace. Using topological
techniques one can prove that the chiral ring of this theory is exactly characterized by W
[6]. In particular the chiral fields of the theory are all products of the fields Xi modulo
setting to zero ∂iW . The chiral ring structure constants entering in (3.3) are obtained by
simply multiplying the various products of Xi together and imposing the relations ∂iW=0.
The physical potential for the theory is
V = Ki∂iW∂W
where Ki is the inverse of the Kahler metric ∂i∂K. The vacua a of the theory are thus in
one-to-one correspondence with the critical points ofW . The kinks kab are the finite energy
solutions to the equations of motion connecting the a and b vacua: X(σ = −∞) = X(a),
X(σ = +∞) = X(b) (as discussed in [31], not all such kinks are to be regarded as
fundamental solitons). The central term in the N=2 algebra (2.2) is given simply in
terms of the superpotential by ∆ = 2∆W ≡ 2[W (X(σ = +∞)) − W (X(σ = −∞))].
The mass of the (u, d) soliton doublet representation is thus given simply in terms of the
superpotential by m = 2|∆W |.
The fractional fermion number in the soliton sector is also given simply in terms of the
superpotential by a spectral flow argument [12] or by adiabatic or index theorem techniques
[20,21]. The result is that the (u, d) soliton doublet has the fermion numbers (f, f − 1)
where
f = − 1
2π
(Im ln det(∂i∂jW (X)))
∣∣σ=+∞
σ=−∞
. (6.1)
In all of the integrable theories we consider, the entire spectrum consists of such soliton
doublets saturating the bound. There are other integrable N=2 theories, for example
the theories with superpotential W = xn+1/(n + 1) − λx2 [31,32] , for which this is not
the case; exact S-matrices for these and many other integrable N=2 theories have been
recently discussed in [33].
10 The existence of Landau-Ginzburg description seems to apply also to non-supersymmetric
and N = 1 supersymmetric theories [30].
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6.1. N = 0 sine-Gordon at the N=2 point
Ordinary N = 0 sine-Gordon theory is N=2 supersymmetric at a particular coupling
[34]. In a manifestly N=2 supersymmetric setup, this point is described by a Landau-
Ginzburg superpotential
W = λ(
X3
3
−X), (6.2)
with some suitable choice of K [26]. The vacua |a〉 are at X = ±1. Our matrix index Q has
eigenvalues Q(z) and −Q(z), where z = mβ and m = 2|W (X = 1)−W (X = −1)| = 8λ3 .
We will first use the tt∗ equations to find an exact expression for our index in terms of a
famous differential equation.
The tt∗ analysis of this theory was discussed at length in [3]. The result is that the
metric on the space of ground states, in the basis spanned by 1, X , is given by g = eσ3u(z)/2.
Using (3.3) with the chiral ring X2 = 1, it follows that u(z) satisfies the radial sinh-Gordon
equation
d2u
dz2
+
1
z
du
dz
= sinh u. (6.3)
The radial sinh-Gordon equation is a special case of Painleve III. From relation (3.8) it
follows that the index Q(z) is given by
Q(z) =
1
2
z
d
dz
u(z). (6.4)
If we wish, we could eliminate u(z) from these equations and write a differential equation
for Q(z)
Q′′ − z−1Q′ = Q
√
4z−2Q′2 + 1. (6.5)
The solutions u(z) to (6.3) behave for z → 0, i.e. the ultra-violet or conformal limit,
as
u(z; r) ∼ r log z
2
+ s+O(z2−|r|) with |r| < 2
∼ ±log z
2
± log[−(log(z
4
+ C)] +O(z4log2z) for |r| = 2
(6.6)
where
es/2 =
Γ( 12 − r4 )
2rΓ( 1
2
+ r
4
)
and where C is the Euler constant, and r is just a parameter to label the boundary
condition. For our theory regularity requires r=2/3 [3]. From (6.6) it follows that
±Q(z = 0) = ±1/3. This is to be expected, since in this limit the eigenvalues of the
Q matrix index are the left plus the right U(1) charge of the Ramond ground states.
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We will now obtain integral equations for the function Q(z) [11], using the exact
S-matrix obtained in [9,35] . The one particle spectrum of this theory consists of a
soliton reduced multiplet (u, d), with mass m = 2|∆W |, and fermion numbers obtained
from (6.1) to be (1/2,−1/2). The soliton connects either vacuum with the other one. A
multi-soliton state can be characterized by a distribution ρ1(θ) of rapidities occupied by
the solitons. Because the u and d solitons do not scatter diagonally, we can not assign
individual distributions for u type and d type solitons. Instead, there are two additional
distributions ρl(θ), l = 0, 0, which encode the way in which the solitons are distributed
as u or d solitons. The distributions ρl(θ) arose in [11] in obtaining the eigenvectors and
eigenvalues of the multi-particle transfer matrices. We correspondingly have distributions
P1(θ) and Pl(θ) for the density of states. As discussed in [11], these densities satisfy
relations of the type (5.4), described by the diagram
0 1 0
©——⊗——©.
The nodes in this diagram correspond, as labeled, to the species in (5.4). The nodes
for species 0 and 0 are open to signify that these species have ma=0 in the equations
(5.4)(arising from the fact that these species are not physical particles but, rather, account
for the additional u and d degree of freedom); the ⊗ node has mass m1 = 2|∆W |. The
functions φab in (5.4) are given by φab(θ) = (cosh θ)
−1lab, where lab is the incidence matrix
for the figure, i.e. it is one when species a and b are connected by a line and zero otherwise
(and laa=0).
The remaining ingredients required in equation (5.7) are the chemical potentials.
These are chosen so that β
∑
a µaNa = iαF . Thus we need to express F in terms of
the above densities. For a state with a total number k of u solitons and a total number
N − k of d solitons, these distributions are defined to satisfy
∫
dθρ1(θ) = N and
∫
dθ(P0 − ρ0 + ρ0) = k.
The fermion number of such a state is k − (N/2) and so using the above equations along
with (5.4) we find
F =
∫
dθ(ρ0(θ)− ρ0(θ)). (6.7)
We are ready to use (5.6) and (5.7) to obtain exact integral equations for
lnTreiαF e−βH . The ma and functions φab(θ) in these equations are as given above and,
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using (6.7), the chemical potentials should be taken to be βµ1 = 0 and βµ0 = −βµ0 = iα.
First note that at α = π (Witten’s index) the equations (5.7) are solved by
e−ǫ1(θ) = ǫ0(θ) = ǫ0(θ) = 0
for all θ. From (5.6) is is then seen that L−1 logTr(−1)F e−βH = 0 when L → ∞, as
expected.
To move slightly away from Witten’s index, take α = π + h with h small and keep
terms only up to O(h). The equations (5.7) are then solved by e−ǫ1(θ) = he−A(θ), and
ǫ0(θ) = ǫ0(θ) = hB(θ), where
A(θ; z) = z cosh θ −
∫
dθ′
2π
1
cosh(θ − θ′) ln(1 +B
2(θ′; z))
B(θ; z) = −
∫
dθ′
2π
1
cosh(θ − θ′)e
−A(θ′;z).
(6.8)
Using (5.6) and (2.9), the Q-matrix eigenvalues are given by ±Q(z = mβ) where, in terms
of the solution to the above equations
Q(z) = z
∫
dθ
2π
cosh θe−A(θ;z). (6.9)
We have two exact expressions for the index Q(z), the differential equation (6.3) and
(6.4) (or (6.5)) obtained from tt∗ considerations, and the integral equations (6.8) and (6.9)
obtained from S-matrix and thermodynamic considerations. These expressions must agree!
We know of no way, however, to show directly from the equations that this is the case.
Physics has proven a highly non-trivial statement about the above equations. A check is
that the ultra-violet limit for the index using the two different equations give exactly the
same result Q(z = 0) = 1/3. Also, using results from [36] concerning the Painleve III
differential equation, it can be seen (after some algebra) that the function Q(z) has an
expansion
Q(z) = −z d
dz
∞∑
n=0
2(2 cos(π2 (2− r)))2n+1
2n+ 1
∫ 2n+1∏
i=1
e−z cosh θ
cosh( θi−θi+12 )
dθi
4π
(6.10)
(θ2n+2 ≡ θ1) and, for later use, we have restored the boundary condition parameter r from
(6.6); for the present example r = 2/3. 11 This is the type of infra-red (large z) expansion
11 A similar expression arose in the computation of Ising-model form factors [37].
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which we would expect for our index; the first term is the usual Bessel function. Also,
only odd numbers of solitons contribute because only then are the vacua at spatial infinity
different. It is easy to see that the two-particle contribution computed in section 4 vanishes,
because µ = iπ/2 here. By expanding out the integral equations (6.9) and (6.8) it is easily
seen that the one-soliton and the three-soliton contribution agree with the n=0 and n=1
terms in the PIII expression (6.10); after that the comparison becomes more difficult to
check directly. We have numerically verified (to real precision) that the function Q(z)
obtained from (6.3) and (6.4) does, indeed, agree with that obtained from (6.9) and (6.8).
It would be interesting to see how difficult it is to find a direct mathematical argument to
verify this. In particular, would we have to re-invent the physics argument, in disguise, to
prove their equality?!
6.2. N=2 Super sine-Gordon
As our next example, we consider the N=2 super sine-Gordon theory given by the
Lagrangian ∫
d2zd4θXX +
m
4
(
∫
d2zd2θ cos gX + h.c.) (6.11)
The coupling g, by a redefinition of X and X, can be taken to be real. Because our index
is independent of the D-term, it must, in fact, be independent of the coupling g since, by
rescaling the chiral fields, g can be eliminated from the F -term and put into the D-term.
The general quantity Z(α, β) = TreiαF e−βH can be calculated via the TBA equations
since this is an integrable theory. Z(α, β) depends on g as a sign of its dependence on the
D-term. We will show that our index, the first derivative with respect to α at α = π, is
independent of g as expected by our general arguments in sects. 2 and 3.
The vacua of the N=2 sine-Gordon theory are the points gXa = aπ for a ∈ Z. We
thus have an infinite number of possible vacua for the boundary conditions at σ = ±∞.
Because of the symmetry gX → gX + π, a configuration with vacuum Xa to the left and
vacuum Xb to the right is equivalent to one with vacuum Xa+n to the left and vacuum
Xb+n to the right. Consider the contribution Qab to our index from a fixed boundary
condition (ab). Then, this symmetry implies that Qab = Qa+n,b+n. The eigenvalues of a
matrix Mij whose entries depend only on i− j are easily found by Fourier transform. The
eigenvalues Q(Θ) are parametrized by an angle Θ and given by
Q(z; Θ) =
∞∑
l=−∞
eiΘlQi,i+l(z). (6.12)
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In other words, we weight configurations by eiΘT where T is the topological charge.
Using the results of [3] and (3.8), the index eigenvalues Q(z; Θ) are all solutions of the
same PIII differential equation (6.3) obtained in the last example, where only the boundary
condition (6.6) depends on Θ. Regularity requires [3] the solution Q(z,Θ) to behave (with
z = mβ) as (6.6) with
r(Θ) = 2(1− 2Θ
π
) for 0 ≤ Θ ≤ π, (6.13)
with r(Θ) defined outside this interval by r(Θ + π) = −r(Θ), a consequence of the fact
that, in (6.12), only configurations with odd l contribute. By varying Θ, we obtain all
regular solutions of Painleve III.
Now we come to the analysis of this theory from the viewpoint of the TBA. The
close connection between the index in this example and that in the previous example can
also be seen from the exact S-matrix and associated integral equations. The important
point is that every sine-Gordon soliton is the same (u, d) supermultiplet, with fermion
numbers (1/2,−1/2), seen in the previous example. The (conjectured [38]) S-matrix for
the N=2 sine Gordon theory is simply the tensor product of the S-matrix for the theory
considered in the previous example with the S-matrix for the N=0 sine-Gordon [9] at
coupling gbareN=0 = g. The TBA integral equations for this theory are obtained by combining
those of the previous section with the TBA system for N=0 sine-Gordon[12]. The TBA
system of integral equations for N=0 sine-Gordon at generic coupling g is of the usual
form (5.7) but with an infinite number of species a and a complicated set of φab(θ). For
the sake of brevity we will thus focus on a nice set of couplings, g2 = 8πs for s a positive
integer s ≥ 2, where the equations simplify[39]. Of course, our index is independent of the
coupling g so we can work with any coupling we please. We will verify this fact, though
the more general quantity (2.4) does depend on s.
At the coupling g2 = 8πs, as discussed in [12], we obtain a TBA system of coupled
integral equations of the usual form (5.7) for s + 3 functions ǫa(θ). The masses ma and
φab(θ) entering in the equations (5.7) for this theory are described by the figure
0 © © s
0 © © s
∖ /
/ ∖
1 2 s− 2⊗
——©– – – –©——© s− 1
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where every node in the diagram corresponds to a species in the equations (5.7). The ⊗
node, labelled by 1, corresponds to the soliton; its mass in the equations (5.7) is that of the
soliton. The other species have open nodes to signify that they havema=0 in the equations
(5.7). Again, the role of these additional species is to account for the additional degrees
of freedom (i.e. u or d, and which vacua they connect). As in the previous example, the
φab(θ) = (cosh θ)
−1lab where lab is the incidence matrix for the above figure. The massive
node and the nodes labelled 0 and 0 come from the N=2 part of the S-matrix; they
correspond precisely to the species in the previous example. The massive node connected
to the s open nodes are the TBA species for N=0 sine-Gordon at coupling (gbareN=0)
2 = 8πs.
This result is obtained by using a technique known as the algebraic Bethe ansatz to find
the eigenvalues of the multi-soliton sine-Gordon transfer matrices (see the appendix of
[39]). The TBA system for the tensor-product S-matrix is obtained by joining the two
component TBA systems at the massive node as described by the above figure.
As in the last example, the fermion number is given by
F =
∫
dθ(ρ0(θ)− ρ0(θ)),
whereas the sine-Gordon topological charge (number of solitons minus anti -solitons) is
given by [39]
T = s
∫
dθ(ρs(θ)− ρs(θ)), (6.14)
where the species labels are as given in the above figure. By introducing chemical potentials
βµ0 = −βµ0 = iα and βµs = −βµs = isΘ, with the other chemical potentials zero,
the equations (5.7) and (5.6) provide integral equations to compute logTreiαF eiΘT e−βH
exactly. For generic α, the integral equations, in particular the number of functions
ǫa(θ), clearly depend on s. In the infra-red expansion, one sees that the solutions of
these equations are in fact different. Thus lnTr(eiαF eiΘT e−βH) depends on the coupling
g2 = 8πs, as expected.
At α=π, the solution of the equations (5.7) described by the above figure with the
above chemical potentials is given by ǫa(θ) independent of θ: ǫ0(θ)=ǫ0(θ)=e
−ǫ1(θ)=0, and
e−ǫa(θ) = (
sin aΘ
sinΘ
)2 − 1 for a = 2, . . . , s− 1
e−ǫs = e−ǫs =
sin(s− 1)Θ
sinΘ
.
(6.15)
As expected by supersymmetry, (5.6) gives L−1 logTr(−1)F e−βH = 0 in the  L→∞ limit.
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We now move slightly away from Witten’s index. At α = π + h with h small, the
solution of the equations (5.7) is given by ǫ0(θ)=ǫ0(θ)=hB(θ), and e
−ǫ1(θ)=hA(θ), where
the functions A(θ) and B(θ) obey the equations
A(θ) = z cosh θ − ln(2 cosΘ)−
∫
dθ′
2π
1
cosh(θ − θ′) ln(1 +B
2(θ′))
B(θ) = −
∫
dθ′
2π
1
cosh(θ − θ′)e
−A(θ′).
(6.16)
The other ǫa(θ) are (to lowest order in h) still given by the constants (6.15). Using (5.6)
and (2.9) we thus see that the Q matrix eigenvalues are given by Q(z = mβ; Θ) where
Q(z; Θ) = z
∫
dθ
2π
cosh θe−A(θ;z;Θ), (6.17)
with A(θ; z; Θ) obtained by solving (6.16).
As expected, our index is independent of the coupling g (i.e. s). One can check by
for example studying the IR expansion of the solutions to the full TBA equations that all
the other quantities Il for l > 1 do depend on g and are thus dependent on D-terms, in
accord with the arguments of section 2. In fact, the entire N=0 part of the theory has
dropped out of the integral equations, leaving just the constant ln 2 cosΘ in (6.16), which
resulted from the constants (6.15). This constant piece is the only reflection of the N=0
sine-Gordon structure. The close connections between these integral equations and those
computed in the previous example was also to be expected from the tt∗ considerations; the
ln(2 cosΘ) term in (6.16) specifies the boundary conditions in the Painleve III equation.
Again, though (6.16) and (6.17) have no obvious connection to the radial sinh-Gordon (or
Painleve III) differential equation (6.3) and (6.4), physics proves that the regular solutions
are the same.
It is easily seen that (6.16) and (6.17) lead to an expansion of the form
Q(z; Θ) =
∞∑
n=0
(2 cosΘ)2n+1A2n+1(z). (6.18)
A2n+1 is the contribution from the (2n+ 1)-soliton sector, and is independent of Θ.
12 In
the large mβ limit, A2n+1 is O(e
−(2n+1)mβ)). We can compare this result with (6.10). We
12 This leads to an amusing intuition for our index. Write this result as
Q(z;Θ) =
∞∑
n=0
A2n+1(z)(e
iΘ + e−iΘ)2n+1,
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immediately arrive at the expression (6.13) relating the boundary condition r on the PIII
differential equation to our parameter Θ. This is a further confirmation that the TBA
solution is related to PIII solution, as in both cases the dependence on PIII boundary
conditions r or equivalently Θ has the same structure. As a further check, the UV limit
z → 0 of (6.17) and (6.16) is obtained (using results from [40] for taking the UV limit of
TBA systems with imaginary chemical potentials) to be
Q(z = 0;Θ) = (1− 2Θ
π
), (6.19)
for 0 < Θ < π, in agreement with (6.3) and (6.4) with the boundary condition specified
by (6.6) and (6.13).
At Θ=0 mod π we have to be more careful in evaluating the UV limit of the equations
(6.17) and (6.16). Exactly as in [41], there is a log piece in the ultra-violet limit. This log
piece agrees with the expression (6.6) for the Painleve III solution at r = ±2.
6.3. N=2 minimal models with least-relevant perturbation
An N=2 minimal model remains integrable when perturbed by its least-relevant
operator [32,42]. The effective Landau-Ginzburg superpotential for the perturbed theory is
identified to be a Chebyshev polynomial (as conjectured in [3] and confirmed in [11]); e.g.
for the perturbed Ak+1 theory the superpotential isWk(X = 2 cos θ) = (2/k+2) cos(k+2)θ,
expressed as a polynomial in X . This is the least relevant perturbation of the conformal
field theory W = Xk+2/k + 2 in the flat direction of [23]. The chiral ring of this theory
yields the SU(2)k fusion rules [43].
The tt∗ computation of our index here is a simple application of the results from the
previous example. The reason is that if we change variables (k + 2)θ → Y , the above
Chebyshev polynomial becomes the superpotential for N=2 sine-Gordon. The eigenvalues
of the index are thus obtained to be
Q(z = mβ; Θ =
πn
k + 2
), (6.20)
and compare with (6.12). The factor eiΘ counts the solitons connecting vacuum i to vacuum i+1
(topological charge 1) and the factor e−iΘ counts anti-solitons connecting vacuum i to vacuum
i− 1 (topological charge −1). The fact that they are all weighted by the same factor means that
we can obtain the index by weighting each 2n+ 1-soliton configuration by A2n+1. This intuition
only applies to the computation of our index, and not to the other thermodynamic quantities.
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for n = 1, . . . , k + 1, where Q(z; Θ) is the function discussed in the previous example.
We now discuss the TBA calculation of the index using the exact S-matrix for these
theories. The vacua of the Wk(X) Chebyshev theory are at X
(n) = 2 cos (πn/k + 2), for
n = 1, . . . , k + 1. The solitons are N=2 Bogomolnyi doublets (uj, dj) connecting vacuum
X(j) with vacuum X(j+1), for j = 1, . . . k, each identical to that of the example in sect
6.1; they all have the same mass and fermion numbers ( 12 ,−12 ). The structure of k + 1
vacua on a line is that of the k-th RSOS theory [44], which describes the N=0 minimal
models with least-relevant perturbation. The N=2 Chebyshev S-matrix is a direct product
of this N=0 RSOS S-matrix with the N=2 S-matrix discussed in sect. 6.1, just as the
N=2 sine-Gordon S-matrix of the previous subsection was the tensor product of the N=0
sine-Gordon S-matrix with the N=2 S-matrix of sect. 6.1.
There is a well-known reduction from N=0 sine-Gordon at a particular coupling to
the k-th RSOS theory. This same reduction can be used to obtain our N=2 Chebyshev
theories from the N=2 sine-Gordon theory; the common N=2 structure just goes along
for the ride. We start with the N=2 sine-Gordon TBA equations appropriate for N=2
sine-Gordon coupling g2 = 8π(k + 2). The equations are described by the diagram of the
previous subsection, with s = k+2. The reduction of this to our Chebyshev theory requires
taking eβµs = eβµs = −1 [39]. This reduction simply eliminates the nodes labelled s, s,
and s− 1 from the diagram in the previous subsection, leaving the TBA system discussed
in [11].
The solution for this TBA system is the sine-Gordon solution Q(z; Θ = π/(k + 2)),
giving the largest eigenvalue of the Q-matrix for the Chebyshev theory. The remaining
eigenvalues of the matrix index are given by Q(z,Θ = πn/(k+2)), for n = 1, . . . , k+1, and
can be seen as other branches of this solution.13 It follows from (6.17) that the non-zero
eigenvalues come in pairs of opposite sign, as they should. As another check, note that in
the ultra-violet limit we obtain (6.19) Q(z = 0,Θ = πn/(k+2))= 1− (2n/k+2); these are
the correct expressions for the left plus right chiral U(1) charges for the Ramond ground
states of the conformal theory obtained in the ultra-violet limit.
13 The resulting factors of 2 cosnpi/(k+2) ≡ λn in (6.18) are the eigenvalues of the RSOS soliton
incidence matrix. The number of N -soliton configurations can be expressed (for any boundary
condition) as
∑
n
cnλ
N
n with N independent cn. This is in accordance with the intuition of the
footnote following (6.18).
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6.4. Supersymmetric CP 1 sigma model
The supersymmetric sigma model on CP 1 = S2 is a massive N=2 theory. In principle
we can consider an arbitrary kahler metric on CP 1. Varying the metric without changing
its kahler class (i.e., preserving the area) is a D-term perturbation of the theory and
therefore the index only depends on the area. Letting X denote the Kahler form of CP 1,
the chiral ring, which is to be identified as an instanton-modified cohomology ring, is
X2 = e−A where A is the area of CP 1 (the two-sphere) [45]. The tt∗ considerations have
been applied to this and CPn−1 examples in [46]: using the above ring the index is again
given by (6.3) where z = 8βe−A/2 and, by regularity, the boundary condition (6.6) is
determined to be Θ = 0, i.e. r=2.
For a generic metric on CP 1, the supersymmetric sigma model is not an integrable
theory. However, since the index only depends on the area, for computation of the index
we may as well use a convenient choice of the metric. If we choose the constant-curvature
metric on CP 1 then this theory is integrable [47] and so we can compare the tt∗ analysis
with the TBA analysis. As discussed in [12], the TBA system for this theory is obtained by
taking the k →∞ limit of the Chebyshev TBA system. Our index for the supersymmetric
CP 1 sigma model is thus given by (6.16) and (6.17) with Θ = 0, in agreement with the tt∗
result, given our equality between the Painleve III differential equations and these integral
equations.
6.5. The Basic Zn-type N=2 Integrable Theories
All of the previous examples displayed a spontaneously broken Z2 symmetry. The tt
∗
equations for the index in all these examples were the same, the only difference being in
the boundary conditions. Likewise, the TBA integral equations for the index in all of these
examples were the same, the only difference being in the value of Θ in (6.16). We will
now consider N=2 integrable theories with a spontaneously broken Zn symmetry. The
basic such theory is the An N=2 minimal conformal field theory perturbed by the most-
relevant supersymmetry preserving operator. It can be described by the Landau-Ginzburg
superpotential [26]
W = λ(
Xn+1
n+ 1
−X). (6.21)
This theory is integrable [31]; in fact, it can be described by an affine Toda theory with
an imaginary coupling and a background charge [32].
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The tt∗ equations for this example were discussed in [3]. Because theory (6.21) has the
Zn symmetry X → e2πi/nX , the Ramond ground state metric g is diagonal in the chiral
ring basis spanned by 1, X, . . . , Xn−1. Denoting these diagonal elements by eqp , equation
(3.3) with the chiral ring relation Xn=1 yields the following relations for the eigenvalues
Q(z; p) of our matrix index:
Q(z; p) = z
d
dz
qp(z) where
d2qp
dz2
+
1
z
dqp
dz
+ eqp+1−qp − eqp−qp−1 = 0, (6.22)
for p = 0, . . . , n− 1, with qp+n ≡ qp and with the constraint qn−p = −qp. For n=2, (6.22)
reduces to the sinh-Gordon (6.3) and (6.4) of our previous examples. The Aˆn−1 Toda
equations with the constraint qn−p = −qp can be put in the form of Cˆm Toda theory for
n = 2m or BˆCm Toda theory for n = 2m+ 1 [3].
Exact integral equations for the above eigenvalues of our matrix index follow from
the exact S-matrix and TBA analysis discussed in [12]. The vacua of theory (6.21) are at
X(j) = e2πij/n. The soliton content consists of 2(n− 1) solitons forming doublets (ur, dr)
under supersymmetry; the soliton species label r runs from 1, . . . , n− 1 corresponding to
solitons connecting initial and final vacua with Xf = e
2πir/nXi. The fermion numbers
of (ur, dr) are given by (r/n, r/n− 1), and their mass is given by the Bogomolnyi bound
mr =M sin rπ/n where M = 4nλ/(n+ 1).
The conserved currents require that when a soliton of type r, i.e. ur or dr, scatters
with a soliton of type s, the labels r and s scatter diagonally — along with the rapidities.
The number Nr of solitons of type r, i.e. the number of ur solitons plus the number of dr
solitons, is thus conserved for r = 1, . . . , n−1, as is the total number of u solitons, and the
total number of d solitons. A multi- soliton state can thus be characterized by distributions
ρr(θ) of rapidities occupied by solitons of type r, i.e. ur or dr, along with, as in the previous
examples, two additional distributions ρl(θ) and l = 0, 0 [12]. The fermion number of the
multi-soliton state is again found to be given in terms of the various distributions by (6.7).
Using the exact S-matrix it was found in [12] that the distributions Pa(θ) of available
levels for the above species a are given in terms of the above occupied distributions ρa(θ)
by relations of the usual form (5.4) where mr = M sin(rπ/n) is the mass of species
r = 1, . . . , n− 1, ml = 0 for l = 0, 0, and the φab are given by
φl,l′ = 0, φr,l(θ) =
sin(rµ)
cosh(θ)− al cos(rµ) ,
φr,s(θ) =
∫
dteitθ
(
δrs − 2coshµt sinh(π − rµ)t sinh sµt
sinh πt sinhµt
)
,
(6.23)
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for r ≥ s = 1, . . . n− 1, with φab = φba, where a0 ≡ −a0 ≡ 1 and µ ≡ π/n.
We now calculate the eigenvalues of Trab(e
iαF e−βH). The p-th eigenvalue of
this matrix can be obtained by weighting solitons of type r by e2πirp/n, for p =
0, . . . , n − 1, and summing over all vacua (ab) at spatial infinity. We will thus calculate
logTreiαF e2πiprNr/ne−βH by using (5.1) with the chemical potentials βµr = −2πirp/n
and, from (6.7), βµ0 = −βµ0 = iα. Plugging these chemical potentials and the (6.23) into
(5.7) and (5.6), we obtain integral equations which determine exactly Tr(eiαF e−βH).
At α = π it is seen by inspection that the solution of the coupled integral equations
(5.7) is given by e−ǫr(θ) = ǫl(θ) = 0, and thus L
−1 logTr(−1)F e−βH = 0 in the large L
limit. We now consider α = π + h with h small. The solution of (5.7) is of the form
e−ǫr = he−2πirp/ne−Ar and ǫl = hBl, where the Ar and Bl satisfy the coupled integral
equations
Ar(θ) = mrβ cosh θ + 2irpµ−
∑
l=0,0
∫
dθ′
2π
sin(rµ) ln(ial +Bl(θ
′))
cosh(θ − θ′)− al cos(rµ)
Bl(θ
′) = −
n−1∑
r=1
∫
dθ′′
2π
sin(rµ)e−Ar(θ
′′)
cosh(θ′ − θ′′)− al cos(rµ) ,
(6.24)
where, again, a0 = −a0 = 1, mr = M sin(rπ/n), and µ = π/n. Using (2.9) and (5.6) we
have the index eigenvalues Q(z =Mβ; p), for p = 0, . . . , n− 1, given by
Q(z; p) =
n−1∑
r=1
mrβ
∫
dθ
2π
cosh θe−Ar(θ;z;p). (6.25)
It follows from (6.24) that Ar(θ; z; p)
∗ = An−r(θ; z; p) and B0(θ; z; p)
∗ = B0(θ; z; p)
and, thus, the above eigenvalues Q(z; p) are all real, as they should be. Furthermore,
e−Ar(θ;z;p) = −e−An−r(θ;z;n−1−p) is a consistent solution of (6.24) for all r = 1, . . . , n− 1
and p = 0, . . . , n− 1. It follows that Q(z;n− 1− p) = −Q(z; p); the non-zero eigenvalues
come in opposite pairs as they should.
We can compare these exact results (6.25) and (6.24) with the infra-red expansion
of sect. 4. Setting Bl(θ
′) = 0 in (6.24), we obtain the first approximation e−Ar ≈
ie−iπr(2p+1)/ne−mrβ cosh θ. Plugging this into (6.25) we obtain the one-soliton sector
contribution to the index, in agreement with (4.1). Plugging this first approximation
back into (6.24) we obtain the next approximation
e−Ar ≈ ie−iπr(2p+1)/ne−mr cosh θ
(1−
∑
s
e−iπs(2p+1)/n
∫
dθ′
2π
φr+s,0(θ − θ′)e−msβ cosh θ
′
).
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Plugging this into (6.25) gives the contribution to the index coming from the two-soliton
sector, in agreement with (4.8) and (4.13).
We have again found two different representations of our index: One in terms of
solutions to affine Toda equations (6.22) and the other in terms of solutions to coupled
integral equations (6.24) and (6.25). It would be interesting to check this equivalence
numerically and verify it analytically.
6.6. Other Zn Integrable Theories
There are a variety of other integrable N=2 theories with spontaneously-broken Zn
symmetry whose index can be obtained from the equations of the previous subsection. Ex-
amples are the affine Toda generalizations of N=2 sine-Gordon, integrable perturbations of
N=2 Kazama-Suzuki theories described by the SU(n)k generalized Chebyshev polynomial
superpotentials in n−1 variables [43] and the CPn−1 sigma models [12]. We first consider
the SU(n) affine Toda theories described by the action
∫
d2zd4θ
n−1∑
j=1
XjXj +
M
4n
(
∫
d2zd2θ
n∑
j=1
eig(Xj−Xj−1) + h.c.), (6.26)
where X0 ≡ Xn ≡ 0. The vacua of this theory form the n− 1 dimensional weight lattice
of SU(n). This theory has n − 1 topological charges Tr and, as in the sine-Gordon case,
the eigenvalues of the Q matrix index can be written as
Q(z; Θ1, . . . ,Θn−1) = iβL
−1TrF (−1)F ei
∑
n−1
r=1
ΘrTre−βH , (6.27)
where the trace runs over all boundary conditions.
The tt∗ analysis has been applied to this example in [3] where the solutions are
expressed in terms of solutions to the affine toda equations (6.22) but now with different
boundary conditions, which should now depend on Θi.
The S-matrix for the theory (6.26) is (conjectured to be) the tensor product of the
N=2 theory discussed in the previous subsection with an additional N=0 structure with
vacua corresponding to the weight lattice of SU(n): vacua labelled by SU(n) weights µ and
ν are connected by a soliton doublet of the r-th type, with fermion numbers (r/n, r/n−1)
and mass mr =M sin(rπ/n), provided the representations satisfy µ⊗ Λr = ν ⊕ . . . where
Λr is the r-th fundamental representation of SU(n) (r = 1, . . . , n − 1). As far as N=2
supersymmetry is concerned, every r-type soliton doublet is identical to the r-type doublet
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in the basic Zn theory discussed in the previous section. We will not explicitly carry out
the TBA analysis for this theory. Rather, we will use the fact that, as seen in the previous
examples, the only effect of the additional N=0 structure on our index is to modify the
Ar(θ) equations in (6.24) with some θ-independent constants Cr(Θj) (generalizing the
term 2 cosΘ in (6.16) for the affine toda case):
Q(z; Θ1, . . . ,Θn−1) =
n−1∑
r=1
mrβ
∫
dθ
2π
cosh θe−Ar(θ), (6.28)
where the Ar(θ) are solutions to the coupled integral equations
Ar(θ) = mrβ cosh θ − lnCr(Θj)−
∑
l=0,0
∫
dθ′
2π
sin(rµ) ln(ial +Bl(θ
′))
cosh(θ − θ′)− al cos(rµ)
Bl(θ
′) = −
n−1∑
r=1
∫
dθ′′
2π
sin(rµ)e−Ar(θ
′′)
cosh(θ′ − θ′′)− al cos(rµ) .
(6.29)
These equations lead to an expansion of the form
Q(z; Θj) =
∞∑
N1=1
· · ·
∞∑
Nn−1=1
CN11 · · ·CNn−1n−1 AN1,...,Nn−1(z), (6.30)
where AN1,...Nn−1(z) is the contribution from the sector with Nr solitons of type r for
r = 1, . . . , n− 1. Comparing (6.30) with (6.27) it is seen that the Cr(Θj) are given by the
character functions
Cr(Θj) =
∑
λ∈L(Λr)
eiλ·T ,
where L(Λr) are the weights in the r-th fundamental representation Λr of SU(n) (the
SU(n) representation with r vertical boxes for its Young tableau), for r = 1, . . . , n − 1,
and T =
∑
nΘnαn where αn are the simple roots of SU(n). The above characters can be
written (as in [43]) as
n∑
l=0
Cl(Θ1, . . . ,Θn−1)t
l =
n∏
j=1
(1 + tei(Θj−Θj−1)), (6.31)
where Θ0 ≡ Θn ≡ 0; expanding the product in t and equating coefficients of tl on
both sides yields the above sums over the fully antisymmetric representations. Plugging
these Cr(Θi) into (6.29) and (6.28) yields the index Q(z; Θj). It follows from (6.31) that
Cr(Θi)
∗ = Cn−r(Θi) from which it follows from (6.29) that Ar(θ; z; Θi)
∗ = An−r(θ; z; Θi)
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and B0(θ; z; Θi)
∗ = B0(θ; z; Θi). It then follows that the index eigenvalues Q(z; Θi) are
real.
The above integral equations must provide the regular solutions of the Toda differential
equations (6.22). As in the PIII case, physics has proven a statement for which there is, as
of yet, no purely mathematical proof. In particular this gives an n−1 parameter family of
regular solutions to radial affine Toda equations (6.22). The dependence of the solutions
on these parameters (Θi) is again in line with the intuition discussed in the case of PIII
(see footnote 12).
We now consider the theory with superpotential given by the SU(n)k Chebyshev
polynomialWn+k(X1, . . . , Xn−1) in n−1 variables discussed in [43]; the generating function
for these potentials is
∑
p
Wp(X1, . . . , Xn−1)t
p = − log(1 +
n−1∑
r=1
Xr(−t)r + (−t)n). (6.32)
These theories have been discussed in [43,3,48,49,12,50] (Sp(N)k theories, which might also
be integrable, have been found in [51,50]). From the tt∗ analysis it is possible to see that
the index is again related to the affine toda equation [3]. From the TBA integral equations
the (n + k − 1)!/(n − 1)!k! eigenvalues of the matrix index for the SU(n)k theory are
expected to be obtained from the equations (6.28) and (6.29) by setting Cr(Θi) = Xr(µ)
where Xr(µ) are the solutions of dWn+k(Xr) = 0. This is equivalent [43] to setting
Cr(Θi) = SΛrµ/S0µ, where Sµν is the SU(n)k modular transformation matrix, Λr is the
r-th fundamental representation SU(n), µ is one of the (n+k−1)!/(n−1)!k! highest weight
representations of SU(n)k, and 0 is the identity. These integral equations for the index
eigenvalues of the SU(n)k Chebyshev theory generalize the SU(2)k results in subsect. 6.3
and the SU(n)1 results in sect. 6.5. Finally, we consider the CP
n−1 sigma model. Here
again, the tt∗ equations give the affine toda equations [46] (with logarithmic boundary
conditions). The S-matrix for CPn−1 sigma model is obtained from the k → ∞ limit of
this SU(n)k Chebyshev theory [12]. Thus, the index for this sigma model is also given by
the above integral equations by setting the Θr = 0, i.e. Cr = n!/r!(n− r)!, in (6.29).
7. Conclusions
We have seen that for two-dimensional N=2 supersymmetric theories Tr(−1)FFe−βH
is a (matrix) index in a generalized sense, i.e., it is independent of D−term perturbations.
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Though the index is not topological, it is determined exactly via non-linear differential
equations which are obtained using only topological data, namely the chiral ring. These
non-linear differential equations encode the geometry of the vacua of the theory. This
allows us to read off, by an IR expansion, the spectrum of Bogomolnyi saturated states
of the theory as well as some aspects of their interaction. In case the theory is integrable
and the exact S-matrix is known, the index can be computed using TBA methods in
terms of solutions to coupled integral equations. It is a very non-trivial statement that in
these cases the integral equations thus obtained are equivalent to the differential equations
characterizing the geometry of vacua.
It is amusing that one can apply N=2 formalism to study polymer physics [39]. The
index in this context is the partition function of a single polymer wrapped around a cylinder
of perimeter β.
Given the fact that the integral equations which arose for us in the context of the
TBA are equivalent to differential equations, it is very natural to ask if this can be done
more generally. In other words, is it always possible to relate integral equations arising for
integrable theories through the TBA to ordinary differential equations? A first step in this
direction may be to try to prove mathematically why in our case the integral equations of
the TBA were equivalent to differential equations.
For non-integrable theories the tt∗ equations can still be used to compute the index. In
the infra-red the leading contribution to the index is universal (4.1). However, even though
the normalization of this term can be easily deduced from a Hilbert space interpretation,
from the viewpoint of solving the tt∗ equations this is only fixed by requiring the regularity
of the solution (even in the UV regime). Therefore, it is a very non-trivial test of these
ideas that the normalization coming from solving the tt∗ equations in the IR agrees with
the Hilbert space interpretation. This has recently been confirmed even in a non-integrable
case by solving tt∗ equations numerically [25].
We have seen that the index basically captures the geometry and interaction of kinks
interpolating between supersymmetric vacua. It would be interesting to write a general
solution (say for Landau-Ginzburg theories) of the tt∗ equations in terms of these kinks.
Such a thing is not unexpected, given the fact that tt∗ equations depend only on the
superpotential (which is equivalent to knowing the kink spectrum and their geometry)
and that the equations are integrable as they can be rephrased as flatness conditions even
if the underlying quantum field theory is not integrable, a fact which has been recently
elaborated upon in [24].
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Given the power of the new supersymmetric index in encoding exact results, it would
be tempting to look for similar objects in other supersymmetric theories. In particular a
very similar setup to what we have discussed in this paper appears naturally in the context
of four-dimensional N=2 Yang-Mills theory. Again this theory is related to a topological
theory [52] and the analog of the chiral fields are the two-cycle observables. In particular for
the SU(2) gauge theory in the Higgs phase where SU(2) is broken to U(1), all the known
particles of the theory such as the massive gauge particles and the monopoles are known
to saturate the Bogomolnyi bound [15] very much as our kinks in the two-dimensional
theory saturate the Bogomolnyi bound. In this case the natural generalization of our
index seems to be Tr(−1)FJ2e−βH where J is the generator of U(2) symmetry of N=2
theories[53]. It would be exciting to see what exact information about the S-matrix of
these four-dimensional theories are encoded in such an index.
To formulate our index we needed to put the Hilbert space on infinite line to allow for
kinks. If we put the Hilbert space on a periodic circle and thus compute the index on the
torus we get zero. This can also be seen by CPT invariance. However if we replace F by
FL, the left-moving fermion number, in the definition of the index, CPT no longer requires
it to vanish (as even on the torus (−1)FL is in general not ±1). This quantity has already
appeared in the context of conformal theories where it is related to the moduli dependence
of the gauge and gravitational coupling constants [54,55]. This modified index resembles
the generalization of Ray-Singer torsion [56] to conformal theories.
We have seen that N -kink configurations each contribute to our index through an
‘anomaly’ resulting from an inequality in the density of states for a supersymmetric
multiplet (2.13). Each of these contributions reminds one of (though it is not the same as)
the Callias-Bott-Seeley index [14]. It would be very exciting to uncover the meaning of such
a ‘topological invariant’ for each N -kink contribution. Our new index, which sums up the
contribution of all N -kink configurations, would then encode infinitely many topological
invariants into a single function!
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Appendix A. An Operatorial Proof of the tt* Equations
In this appendix we show how the ideas of the present paper can be used to give a
quick (although less rigorous) proof of the tt∗ equations of [3].
We begin by rewriting the tt∗ equations in terms of the Q matrix only. We have seen
in the main body of the paper that
Qab =
iβ
L
Trab(−1)FFe−βH , (A.1)
where a, b label boundary conditions at spatial infinity associated to some basis |a〉 of
vacua.
In terms of Q the basic tt∗ equations read
DiQ = 2β
2[Cτ , Ci]
DiQ = 2β
2[Ci, Cτ ].
(A.2)
1
2
[Q,Cj] = −Cj +DjCτ
1
2 [Q,Cj ] = Cj −DjCτ .
(A.3)
where Di (Di) denotes the metric covariant derivative and Cτ is the matrix representing
multiplication by W (in the case of a Landau-Ginzburg theory, which we assume in this
section for simplicity) on the vacua |a〉. One can think ofQ in the special parametrization of
the couplings of the theory motivated from the renormalization group as Q = 2(Aτ −Aτ∗)
with β = exp(τ/2+ τ∗/2), from which one can deduce the above equations from the usual
tt∗ form (note that a chiral operator has an explicit τ dependence given by eτφi). The above
equations are written so as to make sense in an arbitrary basis (see also [8]). Eq.(A.3) has
the following interpretation. For a quasihomogeneous family of superpotentials Cτ = 0 and
(A.3) just states that the marginal chiral (resp. anti-chiral) deformations have U(1) charge
+1 (resp. −1). The extra term in the RHS measures the ‘deviation from marginality’.
On the other hand, (A.3) allows us to write the full metric connection Ai in terms of
Q and the ring coefficients. Then we can compute its curvature in terms of Q. Because of
this, (A.2) and (A.3) together with
DiCj = DjCi = 0
DiCj = DjCi,
(A.4)
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reproduce all the tt* equations. (In fact, the second line is a consequence of (A.3) together
with known properties of the chiral ring). In particular, we get
[Di, Dj ]Q = −β2[[Ci, Cj ], Q]
[Di, Dj ]Cτ = −β2[[Ci, Cj ], Cτ ]
from which we read the curvature of the metric connection14.
One has also the identity (∆ is defined in (2.2))
[Cτ , Cj ]ab =
1
2Trab(−1)F∆φje−βH . (A.5)
This equation deserves a comment. The simplest way of proving it is to choose the vacuum
basis |a〉 to correspond to the canonical basis, i.e. the holomorphic point basis (normalized
so that η = 1). Then the central charge has a definite value ∆ab = 2[W (a)−W (b)], and
(A.5) follows from the definition of Cτ and the obvious identity
(Ci)ab = Trab(−1)Fφie−βH . (A.6)
However, the canonical basis is not the natural one from a ‘thermodynamical’ viewpoint.
In this framework one decomposes the Hilbert space H into sectors for which ∆ and ∆ have
a definite value. Such sectors should exist on general grounds. Now, whereas it is manifest
that the canonical boundary conditions give a definite value for ∆, it seems unlikely that
they also have a definite ∆. Roughly speaking, the natural boundary conditions should
correspond to the ‘real’ point basis for vacua, defined by prescribing the asymptotical value
of the scalar fields to to be a classical vacuum15. We have two comments: First the identity
above, being covariant under changes of bases, should be valid even in such a ‘real’ basis.
Second, in the simplest situations we can explicitly construct the ‘real’ point basis and
check the consistency of our formal manipulations. At any rate it would be worthwhile
understanding the real point basis more clearly.
14 At least for a generic superpotential, these equations fix the curvature unambiguously.
15 This can be made more precise by defining the ‘real’ point vacua by starting from a large
circle to quantize the theory where the point basis is unambiguous and adiabatically change the
radius of the circle.
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The new proof of tt* consists in showing that Eq.(A.2) and (A.3) follows from the
representation (A.1) of Q and the ‘AB argument’. At the formal level we have (using the
‘AB argument’)
δiTr∗(−1)FFe−βH =
= iβLTr∗(−1)FF{Q−, [Q−, φi]}e−βH
= −iβLTr∗(−1)F {Q−, Q−}φie−βH
= −iβLTr∗(−1)F∆φie−βH ,
where ∗ means some sector (a, b) of the Hilbert space. Clearly, in view of (A.1) and (A.5),
this is the same as (A.2) provided we interpret δi as Di, i.e. as the metric covariant
derivative. This is the correct interpretation. In general we get some contribution to the
derivative of Tr∗(−1)FF exp[−βH] from the variation of the boundary condition ∗. Such
terms have a structure which allows to absorb them in the definition of the connection in
Di. This is natural, because in a sense the path integral variation should ‘dress’ the vacua
at infinity as well to make them be the new vacua. In this interpretation, for example,
what the ‘AB argument’ for invariance of the Witten’s index discussed in section 2 really
shows is that ground state metric g is covariantly constant. Similarly here this suggests
that we have some covariant derivative such that
DiTr∗(−1)FFe−βH = −iβLTr∗(−1)F∆φie−βH .
(And analogously for Di). The connection cannot be trivial. Indeed, as shown above,
we can use the resulting equation to compute its curvature which turns out to be non–
vanishing. It remains to show that the connection predicted by this argument is the metric
one. Indeed the AB argument predicts
DiTr∗(−1)F e−βH = DiTr∗(−1)F e−βH = 0,
for the connection induced by the variation of the boundary condition ∗.
The same reasoning applied to (A.6) gives
Di(Cj)∗ = DiTr∗(−1)Fφje−βH = −iβLTr∗(−1)Fφj{Q−, [Q
−
, φi]}e−βH = 0
Di(Cj)∗ = DiTr∗(−1)Fφje−βH = −iTr∗(−1)Fφj{Q−, [Q−, φi]}e−βH = Dj(Ci)∗,
showing (A.4).
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Finally we show (A.3). By definition, one has (as L→ +∞)
[Q,Cj]∗ =
iβ
L
Tr∗(−1)FFe−βH
[
φj(x = +L/2)− φj(x = −L/2)
]
=
iβ
L
Tr∗(−1)FFe−βH
∫ +L/2
−L/2
dxφj .
For L large, we can replace
∫ +L/2
−L/2
dxφj → iL
2
{Q+, [Q−, φj ]} − iL
2
{Q+, [Q−, φj]}.
In this way we get an expression to which we can apply the ‘AB argument’. One gets
[Q,Cj]∗ =
iβ
2
Tr∗(−1)F e−βH
[{Q+, Q−}+ {Q+, Q−}]φj
= −βTr∗(−1)F e−βHHφj = βDβ
[
Tr∗(−1)Fφje−βH
]
.
In view of (A.4) and dimensional analysis (i.e. dependence of the fields on the scale) this
equation is equivalent to (A.3). Indeed, this is the covariant version of the statement (true
only in special ‘gauges’) that Q is the connection in the τ direction. To compare with
computations done in such special gauges recall that β = eτ/2+τ
∗/2 and so βg∂βg
−1 =
2g∂τg
−1.
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